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ABSTRACT 

The most recent major policy statement on United States security 

commitments abroad wr.s issued in President Nixon's Guam Doctrine 

briefing on July 26, 1969. Redefined and restated on February 18, 

1970, the President's pronouncement states that United States secu- 

rity commitments can be upheld without an all-out military man- 

power effort on the part of the United States. To achieve this, 

the doctrine insists that individual Asian nations develop strong 

defense postures. The U.S. w^uld depend upon these nations to 

supply their own manpower requirements in the seventies, The hope 

of the Nixon Administration is that Asian nations aust become self- 

dependent and responsible for their interests. To this end, the 

Nixon Doctrine has made the United States commitment one of assis- 

tance, not guarantees. 

The State Department and the Department of Lefense have emerged 

with crucial roles in the formulation and implementation of this 

policy, as it involves military security decisions and commitments 

which have political impact. 

The security policy involving East Asian countries was found 

to be highly centralized, especially around Secretary of State 

Kissinger, Military inputs to the decision-making process seemed 

more apparent than real. The Joint Chiefs of Staff was included 

throughout the formal structure of the National Security Council 

System, but their presence there did not seem to increase their 

^^^^^^^^m^^m^mmmmm m\      ——— 
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actual Input* Folicy-making was seen to be highly personalized« 

characterised by Mr. Kissinger. However, Secretary of Defense 

Schlesinger appears to be attempting to establish a counterpoise to i 

the overcentralisation of policy around Mr. Kissinger by first 

establishing himself as a stalwart of defense policy, while trying 

to recreate a strong foreign policy arm in the Office of Interna- 

tional Security Affairs. The real influence of the Pentagon is 

located in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, 

Lower levels of government seem to be becoming more imple- 

mented of decisions, rather than femulators. In State they are 

cut off from top level decisions, while in Defense lower level 

Officials are learning that the decisions they could make before are 

now being decided between the Secretaries of the two Lepartments. 

Consultation between the two Departments at th? lower levels 

is effectively coordinated. However, there seems to be a need for 

more consideration to be giver» to this level of interagency coor- 

dination. The high officials can stray too far away fror the area 

expertise that the lower level officals can provide. Details of 

policy car., and have, frustrated high officials because of the lack 

I of coordinating with their lower counterparts. The same is true 

between State and Defense, Too often Defense and itate are found 

* to be say? P different things, providing little consistency to U.S. 

policy, and allowing foreign governments to ,,r>lay', upon the various 

attitudes of the Departments, Foreigners com* to believe the idea 

of America that foreign policy can be made based on personal 
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relationship« alone. There is still & need for State and Defense 

to approach policy together as a government, not individuals. 

Yet it appears that in the future Defens« arc' State will diverge 

somewhat. Defense being much more hard-line than State in its 

approach to the threats it perceives. But for the moment, policy 

is still centralised around a civilian bureaucracy, even though 

the bureaucracy teems like one man. 
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I  WORLD ENVIRONMENT ft)R POLICY-MAKING 

Multinolar World 

Sine« the winding down of the Vietnam conflict, the United States 

has been preparing herself to face a multipolar world. Some critics 

have charged that in reality this is a projected world image that the 

united States would like to see after so much suffering in Vietnam.l 

The united States may just be looking for others to help her in 

relinquishing the role of world "policeman". Terms such as "burden- 

sharing" and "regions of po«er" are common in united States foreign 

policy dialect. But the world does have regions of economic power. 

While the Soviet Union is still a rising domestic economic superpower, 

the United States, Japan, and the European Economic Council dominate the 

trade of the international world. Militarily, the world is still 

nuclear bipolar; the same two countries possess the only large-scale 

conventional offensive forces. But China's conventional defensive 

capability adds a third pole, while small-scale conventional capabil- 

ities, and multipolar guerilla forces make military considerations 

many-faceted. Ideological confrontations now involve Western 

democracy, Chinese and Soviet Communism, and non-communist socialism. 

The world is multipolar. 

For the United States, the unified, aggressive threat is gone. 

There is no monopoly on nuclear weapons. There is also doubt as to 

our ability to mobilize a superior conventional force to oppose an 

adversary. The dollar is weak, and our share of the world's »conomy 



is only a third—though once we had one half of it. The United States 

no longer politically or militarily dominates as it once did. Small 

allies manipulate us, and others are becoming separated. We are 

retreating and withdrawing from the world scene in various degrees. 

The idea that the United States is expected to provide leadership 

and involvement to every country has disappeared, and i:i its stead 

there is a movement towards a more pragmatic military and foreign 

policy, reflective of the current politics of the world today. 

The United States will not return to its previous position of 

sole economic and military superiority. The entire world is more 

prosperous with the rise of other nations. Threats are now less direct 

and are initiated for more than ideological reasons. The United States 

is wary of vague, distant conflicts. It now looks towards other 

countries to be self-reliant within their particular region of economic 

and military power. 

The challenge is for the United States to protect her interests 

in light of the current world situation. Countries vie for United 

States support, others repudiate her, and some do both. Decisions must 

be made between international and domestic objectives. Questions must 

be settled axmt our national interests, and policy judgements made 

to base a national security doctrine upon. 

The Nixon Doctrine 

On July 25, 1969, President Nixon announced the "Nixon Doctrin." 

during a stopover on Guam Island. President Nixon referred to it again 

^mmttßmmmmmmmtiimmmwium^uv, 1 1 1 ■■ muamttam 



during hi» State of the Union aussage on Januar/ 22, 1970. The Doctrine 

was the general guideline for an United States policy approach to a 

Rultipolar world. It was maant to demand and respond to world changes 

in dealing with many different facets of international and domestic 

politics. It was to become the national security policy of the United 

States. 

The President has said? 

• The united States will keep all its treaty commitments. 

• We shall provide a shield if a nuclear power threatens 
the freedom of a nation allied with us, or of a nation whose 
survival we consider vital to our security and the security 
of the region as a whole. 

• In cases involving other types of aggression we shall 
furnish military and economic assistance when requested and 
as apprepriate. But we shall look to the nation directly 

I I threatened to assume the primary responsibility of providing 
the manpower for its defense.2 w * 
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But, while 

...the United States will participate in the defense 
y* and development of allies and friends America cannot—and 
|| will not—conceive all the plans, design al^ the programs, 

execute §21 the decisions and undertake aj^ the defense of the 
»*l free nations of the world. We will help where it makes a real 
Ii difference and is considered in our interest.3 

Realistic Deterrence Strength and partnership^ are the heart of the 

Nixon Doctrine. Its essence is that the United States will join with 

her allies to help provide the military capability to deter aggression. 

But a deterrence which is realistic must have a military strength 

which leaves no doubt that a nation can—and will—respond with a force 

both powerful and usable at each level of conflict. Nuclear weapons 



alone, though a powerful deterrent, do not aeet the special require- 

ment« of providing for a country's security once it is broached. 

Readiness to use such a weapon is low, primarily at the lower levels of 

conflict of insurgency and conventional warfare which our smaller allies 

under our nuclear shield are most apt to have. 

3 The Nixon Doctrine attempts to realign deterrence and military 

responsive capability by a concept called Realistic Deterrence. "This 

; 1 concept seeks to create a continuum of force for deterrence of conflict. 

f at all levels, as a partnership effort among united States and Free 

Ul World nations."5 The Total Force concept was conceived to present a 

r% range of United States and allied military forces, with the capability 

to deter and respond appropriately and realistically at each level of 

11 aggression. "The goal is deterrence at all levels, but the readiness 

to act if deterrence fails."6 The intention of the Nixon Doctrine is 

II defensive, but its capabilities are offensive. 

These are the basics for understanding the Nixon Doctrine. But 

its rhetorical simplicity invites confusion. The stated Doctrine itself 

is only a "vague...definition of American interests and priorities. It 

does not (by itself) offer enough guidance as to how new priorities 

should be adjusted between United States domestic and international 

responsibilities and commitments...1*? It is not a specific, hardened 

guide to every action, but only a useful policy parameter^ for our 

allies and our own policy-making bureaucracies. The Doctrine depends 

iiiM>Hiriiiii*-i!iMi- im-■ 



upon the participation of other countries, but its implementation rests 

with American officials using its flexibility to initiate or slow-down 

programs in light of new developments. President Nixon had not encumbered 

the institutions which execute United States foreign policy with specific 

instructions in regard to the special geographic, strategic, and 

political complexities of each world region. The Nixon Doctrine is only 

the general outline of a policy towards a changing world. It appeared 

that he had given the initiative to the bureaucracies to present their 

plans and strategies for United States policy actions in each particular 

geographic area. They were to determine the exact nature of our policy 

involvement peculiar to each region. "It is when one comes to the 

specifics of a particular region of the world that military policy guide- 

lines take on real meaning. The soundness of the doctrine and the 

adequacy of the instruments for implementing it will then be tested."9 

East Asia 

East Asia is the only region of the world where the four major 

powers of the United States, the Soviet Union, Japan, and the People's 

Republic of China meet. Japan, the world's third largest economic giant, 

is the focus of the region. Taiwan and South Korea are maintaining two 

of the world's fastest growing Gross National Products (GNP). Their 

relationships with each other and foreign nations are changing. Politi- 

cal and military postures are being reexamined with the United States 

felt to be moving out, and the Chinese and Soviets offering various 

initiatives. The entire region is in a state of flux. 

f 
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Then» are four dynamic influences upon the united States security 

posture in East Asia. These ares 

First,, united States policy itself. 

Second, the current Asian view of their security situa- 
tion. 

Third, the political trends in Asia, and 

Finally, the policies and competition of the four major 
powers involved in East Asia.*0 

Security klemna United States security commitments in East Asia are 

II based more upon our policy, than any "legal" obligations.11 There is 

no NATO structure to effect a regional partnership force concept  Nor 

{ j has the United States - East Asian "relationship... (beer.) based upon 

—■* deeprooted cultural, political, and economic affinities.12 The focus 

i I of United States policy interest has been towards preventing the region 

f| from becoming subject to the dominance of any one nation.1-* At present, 

the capabilities and limits of power within the region are unresolved. 

II To cope with the security uncertainties the United States continues to 

0 provide a nuclear shield. But its current security posture in Asia 

rests upon two major points of strategy: 

|*| First, to provide United States security assistance to 
|§ enhance the indigenous capabilities for coping 

with external and internal threats, and to 

Secondly, continue deployment of sufficient United States 
land, sea, and air forces to meet United States 
commitments to Allies' security in Asia.14 

To the United States administration, the two strategies are inter- 

related. Neither is sufficient by itself. Security assistance alone 
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will not ensure that a country will survive to the day that it is self- 

sufficient; at the sane time, United States deployment by itself only 

perpetuates dependence upon the United States. Reliance is placed upon 

allies to assume protection of their own interests, with united States 

forces deployed to respond to overall United States interest require- 

ments. It is recognized as a slow transition, combining "continuity 

with change." United States force disengagement is to be replaced by 

military assistance "involvement." Readibly deployable United States 

forces and security assistance are to signify "a shift in the nature 

of American support while reaffirming American concern in Asian affairs.H15 

Meanwhile, allied forces will be looked upon to assume more of the 

regional responsibilities for conventional and insurgency warfare. Thus 

the Nixon Doctrine Asian posture seems designed to combine provisions 

for the realities of the present with the hopes of the future. "^ 

Some government leaders of 3ast Asian countries have publicly 

called for a lowering of the United States military profile, dismissing 

any real "threat", and asserting their security independence. Japan, 

for example, feels an embarrassment as an economic superpower in having 

foreign troops upon her soil. But privately these same countries and 

men will ask for concrete assurances of the United States* commitment. 

Domestic pressure has increased against United Stites land presence, 

but public officials do want some continuation of the American ground 

troop level, not so much for their combat ability, but for the fact that 

no one can attack that country without involving the United States. 

"It is this fact—not pronouncements about the United States keeping 

# i«naiiffiii'itfmiiii°i'iiir"i-'",T'a— *-'"' ~; 
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its commitments—that makes United States intervention credible and hence 

deters attack."17 

The reality of the Nixon Doctrine for East Asia is the withdrawal 

and reduction of United States forces. To them, the contradiction of 

the Doctrine- is the United States pledge to maintain the same commit- 

ments, with reduced forces. Assurances of rapid deployment and nuclear 

armament do not put aside the fear that as the United States becomes 

less visible in East Asia, it will not have the capability to meet 

commitments when needed. The Seventh Fleet and Fifth and Thirteenth 

Air Force could not presently lend real crecedence to the United States 

pledge to return when needed. By their very nature, their presence is 

transitionary, coming to and from, making their commitment seem less 

real, and less reliable. Visible assurances of ground forces are still 

needed by nations to assure them of the United States commitment to 

their security. To East Asia, the Nixon Doctrine's "...chief character- 

istic... is its ambiguity with respect to specific contingencies or 

situations. Here is the focus of Asian concern. While welcoming assur- 

ances and amplifying explanations by the United States, the Asian allies 

await actual performance."10 

United States Military Policy The United States is lowering her military 

presence in East Asia, and relying upon Asian lands to assume their 

role in the burden-sharing of defense. The two novelties of this Doctrine 

are the: 

• complete dependence of the Doctrine on the hope that 
military assistance will fill the gap between continued policy 

\ 
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objectives and declining united States general purpose force 
capabilities, and 

• the attempt by the administration to specialize the 
roles of united States and allied forces.*9 

The United States looks towards Asia to provide the manpower for 

her defense as Amelcan troops are withdrawn. But America is willing 

to supply material assistance until the countries do have the capa- 

bility to equally perform the tasks and functions of defense that 

United States ground forces once did. Melvin Laird, as Secretary of 

Defense, wrote that the United States would not require the same level 

of capabilities in Asia—as long as our allies are supported by assis- 

tance to assume their role in the burden-sharing of defense.2® We each 

have a part to play in insurgent and low-scale conventional warfare, 

supplementing each other by combining the two capabilities of man- 

power and assistance in promoting self-reliance. 

To sum this United States military policy regarding East Asia, it 

is in: 

• the United States intent to maintain some—although 
reduced—forward deployments of United States "land, sea and 
air" forces. 

• "Flexible general purpose forces" are to be ready to 
"respond as necessary" to threats to United States interests. 

• To combat subversion, primary reliance would be placed 
on indigenous forces, especially indigenous land forces. 

• Heavy emphasis is laid upon the provision of economic 
and military assistance to enhance the capabilities of Third 
World friends and allies to cope with internal and external 
threats. 

• One key criterion for United States assistance or 

•en 
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response is the existence of United States interests. 

• A second key criterion for United States prior assis- 
tance, or response in a crisis, is the demonstrated willingness 
of the affected nation to help itself.21 

Potential United States Reaction to Aggression President Nixon has not 

stated that American personnel will never be used.22 He can recognize 

situations where only United States capabilities provide the flexibility 

needed in an action.23 "Mr. Nixon's aides concede„..that there is 

nothing in his new doctrine that excludes a Dominican-style intervention 

in defense of vital interests. They say that the document is a call 

to tho nation and government to define those interests more precisely 

and prudently than in the past, but they have only begun that job and 

it is never really finished until the movement of crisis."2^ Nor has 

there appeared any sign that the United States is losing interest in 

an ally's territory, although Taiwan is wont to rise serious speculation. 

But at the moment, forward defense, encompassing our allied nations' 

lands, is still the American national strategy for Asia.25 in East 

Asia, the United States is trying to bring this defense under regional 

responsibility. The danger felt in the United States and abroad is 

|| how will, or can, the United States respond if our allies fail? It is 
* k 

felt that in lowering our force levels and conventional capabilities in 
■   k 

*« East Asia, we have lowered the nuclear threshhold. Melvin Laird in his 

■•» complementary Defense Report to the House Committee on Armed Services, 

March 9t 1971 said, United States deterrence is predicated on the fact 

that "the Soviets and Chinese Communists cannot be sure that major 

mmmmmmm 
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conventional aggression would not be net with the tactical use of 

nuclear weapons." Nor does "...having a full range of options...wean 

that we will necessarily limit our response to the level or intensity 

chosen by an enemy. Potential enemies must know that we will respond 

to whatever degree is required to protect our interests.Il2^ There may 

be the potential danger that reluctance to become entrenched in a 

counterinsurgency war has raised the probability of nuclear «sag»,.2? 

It is doubtful that the United States could ever rid itself of 

the inhibitions of using nuclear weapons—there are severe political 

and military restrictions. Yet there is said to be a "strengthened 

institutional support for nuclear alternative within the Office of the 

Secretary of Defense-notably among the International Security Affairs 

staff-that reinforces the persistent nuclear orientation of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff and such significant commands as CTNCPAC (Commander in 

Chief. Pacific)."28 

Realistic deterrence requires General Purpose Forces capable of 

being rapidly deployed to an area of conflict—this is the basis of our 

pledge to an Asian commitment. 3ut the Secretary of Defense has said, 

"We face serious sealift problems in executing the rapid deployment 

concept required under our national strategy in the early stages of a 

contingency." ° Reserve mobilization to meet the requirements of a 

contingency beyond our reduced force levels cannot be relied upon 

because they are undermanned and ill-equipped.3° 

The General Accounting Office (GAO) on May 8, 1972 issued a report 

«artrtMta****-!«**«**«'*«**-'---'^'*'-'' ■■ ,s.r..-«^*Ma,v«*i«to«j.'w.* - «• ^ .:, :■;. ,, ._-,_. ...      ----iiifflhWitiriyiBm 
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on the readiness capabilities of the Strategic Army Forces-the general 

purpose forces relied upon for military actions short of nuclear war. 

"It would be difficult for STRAF (Strategic Army Force) units to deploy 

quickly at full strength because many units are not combat ready,n the 

GAO said. Over one-third of essential combat and combat-supported 

operations' equipment was reported nonfunctional.31 

There would appear to be e widening gap between our security 

stance and realistic capabilities. This is the gap indigenous forces 

are to close, with united States security assistance. But at the present, 

"...there are advantages in having a capability to introduce ground 

forces for the United States,. e*ea if our political objective is to 

avoid that action."32 The low profile of the Nixon Doctrine does not 

immediately reduce the requii \r.ent of overseas bases, but demands 

ensurance of their availibility until our allies are prepared to take 

our place. 

The basic requirements and objectives of the United States in East 

Asia have been stated. The Nixon Doctrine advocates Asian self-help and 

United States withdrawal, but the "objective of consolidating the over- 

seas structure...(must) be done without damage to our national interest."33 

The "challenge is not merely to reduce our presence, or redistribute our 

burden, or change our approach, but to do so in a way that does not 

call into question our very objectives."^ Those commitments that are 

0-<*mkät&ms$ 
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in our Interest must be met. Much depends upon the reliable assumption 

of self-defense by foreign countries. Once foreign troops have reached 

united States combat potential (or if they have), United States troops 

can be, and must be, withdrawn. The realization of the military 

assistance program's goals become increasingly important.-'* This 

withdrawal then reinforces the need to retain naval (and air) bases in 

advanced positions, if the United States is to facilitate the deterrence 

and deployment security role which it envisions for iteelf once indige- 

nous forces have assumed the capability for the initial defense. The 

idea appears good, but United States planners are now faced with effecting 

withdrawal in time with allied increased capabilities, in an atmosphere 

of both disinclintoent and advocation, at home and abroad. It must be 

decided where bases are to be consolidated or closed. Both political 

and military considerations must be balanced. Troops and ships, once 

withdrawn, are difficult to return. But the Nixon Doctrine has set its 

goal. East Asian states can, economically and militarily, assume the 

security postures envisioned. If the United States persists in remaining 

in danger of involuntary involvement in a land war due to an unnecessary 

military presence, it has failed in the Doctrine's implementation. 

Asian Views of Their Security The security of East Asia is in the in- 

terest of the United States. But the application of the Nixon Doctrine 

depends to a large degree upon Asian views of their security. The use 

of their bases and facilities is contingent upon the nature of the 

threat as we both see it. If our views are consistent, implementation 

UM» jStesfe™***».'«*!.— 
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of the specifics of the Doctrine is naturally easier than if they were 

to confront one other. But there is not one East Asian security 

perspective—each nation has a different set of political and military 

considerations from which they view their particular situation. 

Big Power Confrontation and Asian Politics The United States security 

posture must also reflect the big-power confrontation and competition 

within East Asia. Psychological effects derived from economic and 

political factors become just as important as a military balance sheet 

in determining the nature of a threat. Detente, political exchanges, 

and joint economic ventures are viewed, to an extent, on a par with 

the military potential of an "adversary." China, the U.S.S.R., Japan, 

and the united States of America confront one another economically and 

ideologically, as well as militarily in East Asia. But relations between 

East Asian lands and historic "adversaries" or allies depend upon the 

internal political activity of the countries. The fourth major 

effect upon the United States security posture in Asia will be the 

current political changes in Asia. "New political combinations... 

might be thought of as possible vehicles for future change in political 

style rather than as real political parties...." and could"...over time, 

work significant change in politics and policies."36 it includes the 

conservative Right, as well as the radical Left, each proposing a 

different United St tes relationship. 

Independence of Smaller Nations The four major influences upon the 
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United States policy make Japan's, Taiwan's, and South Korea'* 

approach to the Nixon Doctrine vary in operational detail. 3ut 

generally, East Asian opinion appears to be that while "professing 

that the United States presence serves United State« interests more than 

their own, there is also some concern ov^r the prospect of an American 

withdrawal which, by its rapidity or degree, created a vacuum which 

others might be tempted to fill. The political problem is actually 

that of b&lancing these somewhat contradictory views so as to maintain 

the American guarantee while extracting from the United States maximum 

political and financial benefits."37 

President Nixon acknowledges the same situation, although ir a 

different sense: "New nations have found identity and self-confidence, 

and are acting autonomously on the world stage. They are able to 

shoulder more responsibility for their own security and well-being."38 

The allies of the United States appear to be beginning to realize the 

influence they can have in the application of the Nixon Doctrine, It 

is they who must assume a responsibility—they ar* the ones being asked, 

albeit in a demanding way. Some want to "keep their options open" 

among the major powers, becoming restive about the presence of any one 

foreign nation's troops upon their soil. But others have decided 

upon the United States as their option, and "refuse" to allow the 

removal of United States troops. In this new multipolar world, where 

so much is still unsuie and unsettled, the United 3t?tes may be able 

to condition the choices of our more vulnerable allies—but not de mine 
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them. Son» amall nations have the opportunity or resources to balance 

major powers against one another. The United States has been able to 

set rather wide boundaries for her policy. But small countries, by 

conscious effort of their politics and economics, can affect the Nixon 

Doctrine on a basis out of proportion to their size or relative power. 

The role our allies decide to play in the framework of the Hixon 

Doctrine will largely determine the means and manner of its application. 

Each will act in its own interest, feeling "little sense of responsi- 

bility to an over-all international equilibrium...(being) much more 

conscious of their local grievances."39 How the Doctrine applies to 

East Asian countries "...partly depends on them, for the Doctrine's 

full elaboration requires their participation."^ 

For the United States, "great power does not mean great freedom 

of action and decision. On the contrary, it often means very narrow 

choices of action, and what we can do to influence events in a given 

case may well be marginal. "41 The bureaucracies charged with the 

responsibility for United States national security policy will 

formulate and implement the approach of the United States towards this 

region of the world. The Hixon Doctrine is only a guideline, while 

the politics of East Asia are a series of conditions and constraints. 

But the judgements and decisions which determine United States programs 

within these considerations are the result of the men in the national 

security policy making process. 
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Realistic Approach To Policy Commitment» 

It does not appear that the United States policy in East Asia is 

moving with a direct, purposeful objective. The Nixon Doctrine seems 

like a holding action, a guideline policy trying to temporarily cope 

with a changing world, while the United States is waiting for and 

creating situations favorable to its interests. 

The United States has become a more accommodating power. One 

author calls it a "diplomacy of opportunism rather than a commitment: 

a flexible diplomacy to match much weaker capability. "^ The .Nixon 

Doctrine does give an air of uncertainty. Allies wonder if American 

blood would ever be spent again. Questions arise as to the American 

President's flexibility to act in a conventional attack upon an ally. 

American gold is ni»e, but manpower shows a real commitment. At the 

present, it appears that the "never again" spirit after Vietnam is the 

strongest limit against United States interventions. Next is the cost- 

effective savins of American lives and, in the long-run, money by 

relying upon allies while maintaining a major role in Asia. 

Vietnam has made the United States reexamine and wonder about its 

philosophy towards and need for the structure of its commitments. The 

United States has fatigued itself by its largess of commitments. Now 

America has stated its intervention will be determined by the interest 

the united States has in a country. This, and the type of aggression, 

are to decide if United States force is necessary. ■* The restraints on 

American power are military, economic, and political. Domestic pressure 
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has demanded a change in its growing disenchantment with the world. 

The budget has forced a look at United States overseas expenditures, 

and the military has been forced to meet constant commitments with 

decreasing capability. The funds are not being given to maintain 

forces at levels which our commitments call for—our capability is not 

there. Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt Jr., Chief of Naval Operations, has 

called into doubt our continuing ability to meet our commitments, 

"It is absolutely inevitable that, if present trends continue, we will 

lack the capacity to control and use the seas."^ 

The Nixon Doctrine is good domestic politics for our time. It 

provides for a low posture abroad in its partnership concept. The 

idea that we are withdrawing troops from foreign lands and concentrating 

on domestic priorities appeals to the United States public. But the 

United States still has international commitments to meet. The 

question is our approach to them. Are we to equip a government to 

fully defend itself, or do we equip it in view of the presence of 

United States weapons and forces? The selective intervention concept 

of the Nixon Doctrine means a realistic assessment of commitments and 

countries* needs. Lands which historically can only marginally affect the U.S 

still receive security assistance if their defense capability is 

adequate. But, 

we don't know precisely to what extent our withdrawal and 
disengagement from East Asia con be compensated by increased 
expenditures or a different mix of expenditures on allied 
forces in order to arrive at the same United States confidence 
levels in political and territorial integrity of the countries 
...we are not sure of the economic, social, and political 
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constraints which will lijnit the effectiveness, if not the 
desirability, of increased assistance. * 

The Doctrine may be good domestic politics, but its "states;unship" 

is questionable. Countries are unsure of our assistance and commit- 

ments. Its ambiguity is confusing and to many within the American 

bureaucracy it is ä"c*tch phrase"whose meaning they are not sure of. 

It is these bureaucracies which will implement and determine 

certain United States programs formulated within the Doctrine's guide- 

lines. The Doctrine has been established as the basis of our foreign 

policy and security posture. "Once formulated, policies or doctrines 

which seem successful become institutionalized. Whole bureaucracies 

are redesigned to implement the policies and staffed by men whose 

reputations and careers become inextricably associated with the policies. 

Policy analysis becomes focused on means rather than ends."^ It is 

these means of making policy which often become more relevant than the 

final reading of the desired ends of policy. 

^^^^mmmmm 
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II  THE BUREAUCRATIC PERSPECTIVE 

Shortly befc*«» Dr. Henry Kissinger became the national security 

adviser to President Nixon, he wrote an essay affirming "that there is 

no such thing as an American foreign policy."^7 At that time, he 

believed "that if one wants to understand what the government is 

likely to do, one has to understand the bureaucratics of the problems." 

He felt that decisions produced by the foreign policy decision-making 

process were either the output of semi-autonomous organizations 

involved in the foreign policy bureaucracy or the result of the inter- 

actions of these organizations. 

In studying foreign policy today, a student is presented with two 

major areas for analytical evaluation. He may treat what happens in 

the world as actions or choices of nation-states which are unified, 

purposive governments. He will then view these governments.as 

reacting to stimuli purposely in one way, due to the obvious threats 

I I or environment which it faces. Or else the student may chose to focus 

„_ upon the organizations and actors in each government, study the wire- 
i I I * * diagrams showing the organizational structures of agencies and their 

V\ people, and determine why various outputs or outcomes spewed forth 

from them become foreign policy. 

In the first method of study, the national choice of policy^ is 

the basic unit of analysis in explaining the behavior of governments 

as purposive acts. Policy actions are seen as rational choices of 

governments, chosen because they provide the means towards a particular 
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end. Students try to find the purposive pattern within which the 

government is operating, and see where a particular action will 

fit. The international scene is viewed as a chess board, each 

nation-state intent upon securing a particular end by calculated 

moves. Graham Allison called this the Rational Folicy Process. 

cut a government is composed of loosely-coordinated, feudal 

organisations, each dealing vith its particular area of interest. 

Problem issues must be factored amonp them, because they often 

share parts of the same problem. In cases where the State 

Department and Defense Department both work upon a security policy 

matter, certain procedures are followed. These pre-established 

routines determine the manner of an organisations reaction to an 

issue. Lecisions are seen as outputs of these individual procedural 

routines. A student who looks upon foreign policy choices as 

organizational outputs, wants to identify the relevant organisations 

and show the particular patterns of organizational process from 

which an action is produced. He would inquire into what organi- 

n 
11 zations the government is composed of, which of these organisations 

.-* usually act upon a certain type of problem, and with how much 

** influence. This is the Organisational Process ol studying foreign 

If ?°liey' 
What has become more fashionable today, is the study of deci- 

Ü. sion-making as the outcome of the internal politics of organizations. 

This is the Bureaucratic PoliMcs Process, yen who share power also 
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disagree upon how to use it. The problem is the resolution of the 

disagreements. Bargaining skills and strength at bureaucratic In- 

fighting characterise policy-making. Power drives, effectiveness, 

and access to higher officials determines a policy outcome, as well 

as perseverence or "intimidation." What policy decisions involve 

is a political bureaucratic office game, where influence and power 

of individuals, astride or within bureaucracies, deriving their 

authorities from statute or status, play to win on their perceived 

concept of what the "interest" of the nation should be, according 

to certain rules and along regularised channels of action. Identi- 

fication of these individuals, their power, their influence, and 

processes for gaining what they want focuses on the reasons for a 

policy decision. 

ll 
mm 
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It was accepted in this project, that the foreign policy of 

the nation needs to be approached by emphasizing the centrality of 

the participants.* The way a nation reacts in the international 

environment is due to the way the organizations and individuals 

*It is acknowledged that one cannot forget the international 
environment. For example, it is fear of a Soviet nuclear holocaust 
that has the United States structuring her strategic policy. But 
the manner in which it is done is determined by those organisations 
and individuals involved in the decision process-and here is 
where the final, definite form of our policy outcome rr response 
is nutured and finally created. 
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within the national bureaucracy sack to respond to international 

stlmuli-the threats and opportunities provided-in furthering their 

interests, goals» and objectives. It was assumed that membership 

in a particular organisation formed to some extent the perceptions 

and goals of the individual. Interest was taken in the area of 

the bureaucratic and organizational relationships and internal 

cenceras-the bargaining relationships between different parts of 

the bureaucracy. Of prime Importance then were the participants 

and interests themselves. 

Participants and Interests 

In foreign policy, the American government actions are not the 

result of some unanimous "policy*. The problem is that with the 

evidence and material usually available it is the best scholars 

can often do. But it is much different. Problems are not perceived 

in the same way by the participants involved. An issue is seen as 

a national security matter by one agency, another sees it as an 

economic matter, while a third is concerned about the diplomacy of 

the affair. On any matter involving more than one agency, different 

stands are taken because each agency has different stakes in the 

outcome. 

Participants The central figure of the foreign policy making process 

is the Fresident, It is he who 3ets the tone or the general 

direction of America's actions. His is the multiple role of decision 
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maker, coordinator, innovator,1^ and persuader.50 He is the only 

one responsible for coordinating the conglomeration of agencies 

involTed in all aspects of foreign policy. The only choices left 

up to him are the ones which could not be solved at lower levels. 

He must decide among the agencys' options, and choose one. He is 

held responsible for weaving a foreign policy relevant to a changing 

world, protecting United States interests. Kajor policy initiatives 

are his decisions. He receives the rewards-credit or blame. As 

President Kennedy said, "The President bears the burden of the 

responsibility. The advisers may move on to new advice."51 

Rut the President is only one man. Significant action on any 
0 

issue can and does occur in several places at once. There has been 

delegated to others by law and by the Presidents themselves, 

responsibility and work in foreign affairs. Secretaries of State 

and Defense, the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, the 

Wl ,te House Staff, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, ambassadors, the 

Sectaries of the Treasury, Agriculture and Commerce Departments, 

11 and thousands ol officials working in these departments-here and 

y. overseas-play a large policy making role down the line which can 

bind the President in his power. 

I 3 

* 

\ i Presidents rarely, if ever, make decisions-particularly 
• * in foreign affairs-in the sense of writing their con- 

clusions on a clean slate....The basic decisions, which 
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confine their choices, have all too often been previously 
made." 

Presidential appointees to the assistant secretary level may 
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have different policy perspectives than the President which wield 

considerable influence within their departments. They are expected 

to shape and use their department according to the President's needs, 

but will not if they differ. The careerists in the departments also 

have power, although more of a negative type. They supply the 

expertise and information to the Secretary. If he does not have 

their support, troubles arise in implementing a decision that is 

made. 

Presidents have also consulted men not in the bureaucracy—in- 

dividuals who are experts on economies, energy, or military affairs. 

The position of national security adviser is the most significant. 

Presently, he is the closest confidante of the President. But even 

in just forwarding, rejecting, or delaying the papers he receives 

he wields considerable influence. 

Interests Persons* participation in making foreign policy is 

characterised by what they have as objectives, goals, or interests. 

Defense wants a military posture awesome enough to preserve the 

national defense. State is interested in a world where the United 

States can secure political advantages to serve her interest. The 

United States has committed herself to a free, developing world. 

Neither State nor Defense alone guarantees that. 

Each Department, to an extent, has come to identify its interest 

with the national interest. Conflicting views must be resolved. 

Each Department feels that the particular stakes of the United 
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States which it is responsible for, should be the primary concern 

in policy decision. It is natural that the Departments will fight 

to enhance their respective roles in foreign policy, trying to 

increase their influence. Decisions are accepted if they do not 

endanger the autonomy of a department in preserving its domain 

in the area of national security it is responsible for. 

The offices in the State and Defense Departments will parti- 

cipate in any issue they think affects their responsibility. The 

issue will be studied under the parochial considerations the office 

was created to be responsible for. State and Defense know there 

are recognised processes by which the issue must procede. But 

positions of others are "scoped out" before an issue starts through 

the formal channels. Efforts will be made to bypass troublesome 

bureaus as much as possible, tapers will be presented to provide 

information in such a way that a person will think that what must 

be done is identical with what is proposed to them. 

Interagency Interfacing Dr. Kissinger once remarked that there is 

"a sort of blindness in which bureaucracies run a competition with 

their own programs and measure success by the degree to which they 

fulfill their own norms, without being in a position to judge 

whether the norms made any sense to begin with."" Froblems arise 

when the programs, activities, and norms of several agencies run 

counter to each other. The main incentives for interagency 

t» •4+.tl.*ft\w&wt -■- 
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cooperation to resolve the differences are commitments to national 

goals. Cooperation seems to be more readily given when the Presi- 

dent, a symbol of national interests, favors a certain policy. 

Bat each collaborative step is not altruistic. Agencies and offi- 

cials vill continue to consider the influence and benefits that 

are attainable by interacting with other organizations before 

doing so. There are two types of goals. The first is the achieve- 

ment of the primary, superordinate goal-what they are tasked to 

do with United States national interests in mind. This can be a 

reexamination and restructuring of a country's military assistance 

program. The second is the realisation of secondary or organisa- 

tional interests—power, influence, status. This is the struggle 

to have the restructuring of the MAP program reflect what each 

agency or organisation feals is parochially right. The interests 

of the organisation are paramount h^re. 

Considerations by Agencies as They Begin Participation Agencies 

make several major considerations before engaging in interagency 

cooperation. They study the affect of joint decision-making upon 

the possible achievement of their particular goals. An agency 

tries to see how much emphasis will be placed upon their ideas and 

philosophy. The agencies examine the bureaucratic processes and 

procedures to be followed-are they eonduslve to their playing an 

influential role? Finally, how much credit or blams is possible 

by the process to be taken? 
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Typ» ol Decision-flaking in Interfacing If resolution of the above 

factors leads to active interagency participation, the agency has 

felt the effort to be worthwhile. The joint decision-makers must 

now solve a problem, or a conflict. Problem-solving involves 

reaching a conclusion which is not yet fixed. Alternatives are 

examined with their consequences. Exchange of information becomes 

accurate, and helpful. The emphasis is upon a genuine solution, 

where preferences are stated conscientiously with the intent to 

find an answer for the needs and objectives concerned. 

Conflict resolution is done by bargaining. The terms are 

fixed. Each party knows what he wants, and can identify where 

he is headed. Exaggeration is coranon, as are threats, "pushing", 

and other bargaining inducements. The actors attempt to convince 

the others of their views, and if not, try to win their neutrality, 

or effect a bargain to achieve a partial victory, rut problem- 

solving and bargaining do not occur independently, bargaining 

tactics can inhibit the limit of problem-solving when compromises 

are made, or agencies force a decision before all the alternatives 

and their consequences have been examined. Problem-solving can 

also adversely affect bargaining. Weaknesses to one's bargaining 

argument could be discovered, hindering on agency's bargaining 

position. 
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The major bureaucracies involved in foreign policy making 

are the Department of State and the Department of Defense. This 

study will now concern Itself with their structure, roles, and 

relationship in formulating and implementing national security 

policy. 
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in  THE EXECUTIVE, OFFICg, Of THE PftESILENT 

The State Department 

The Department of State conducts four major responsibilities 

in the foreign affairs world. "It makes and executes political 

policy except in a few highly specialised areas, and it supervises 

policy making in those areasi  it coordinates the efforts of all 

agencies engaged in foreign affairs administrations it makes and 

executes policy in functional areas not claimed by other agencies» 

and it supervises the Foreign Service of the United States, which 

executes political policy abroad, conducts such other operations 

as are entrusted to it by the department and other agencies, and 

supports representatives of other agencies administratively." 

but when a notable former Secretary of State publicly writes 

"...the role, power and prestige of the Secretary and Department 

of State in the conduct of foreign affairs have steadily declined,"^ 

it seems erstwhile to make an attempt to study its present day 

efforts in foreign affairs. 

In 1969, after several months on the job, the recent Secratary 

of State, William P. Rogers said, "1 don*t feel 1 have an action 

group at my command as they do in other departments. Sometimes 

I have a feeling things aren't going to get done,"55 The organi- 

«ation he was relying upon is not that difficult to understand. 

The Secretary of State heads the State Department, with a number 

of obligations.5^ He is the senior personal adviser to the President 
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on politieal-militrry natters. He is th« chisf United States 

diplomat In negotiations with foreign countries. Besides being 

the chief administrator of his department, he is the President's 

deputy in coordinating most overseas activities involving the 

departments of his collogues, the Secretaries of Coameree, Defense, 

Agriculture, etc. He is the chief representative of foreign 

policy to our Congress and defender of it to our people, as well 

as to the rest of the world. Finally, he is "Mr. State Department", 

"leader of officials, spokesman for their causes, guardian of 

their interests, judge of their disputes, superintendent of their 

work, master of their careers."57 But he is not first one, and 

then the other. Time, then, is perhaps the first of the limits 

upon an exacting performance by the State Department. Also, 

although the Secretary has the same interests as the President in 

overseeing the entire conduct of all aspects of United States foreign 

affairs, his authority is not coextensive with the President's in 

this area.58 

Also at the top is the deputy Secretary of State, an alter ego 

of the secretary. There is a rough and changing division of tasks 

between them. A third position is the under secretary for political 

affairs. This position has been traditionally reserved for one of 

the most senior career officers of the department, although he must 

bo confirmed by the Senate after Presidential appointment. He has 

the function of speaking for the State Department on all political- 



Military «attars. Ha is also responsible for matters involving 

intelligence agencies, relyinp upon the Bureau of Intelligence and 

Research as a form of staff. Recently, a new position was created» 

the undersecretary for security assistance. He is responsible for 

the overall coordination and oversight of the United States 

security assistance programs, working closely in State with the 

Politico-Military affairs Office. The deputy undersecretary for 

management is concerned with logistics and personnel, from office 

space to promotions. The position of counselor is an ambiguous 

one* It is high in protocol, sometimes the official being charged 

with substantial responsibilities, but just as often it has been 

Ma position to which a man can be gracefully kicked upstair*."59 

These officials are the men of the "seventh floor,"®0 those 

responsible for resolving the conflicts of lower levels, and making 

the highest policy decisions. They have a small staff, two or 

three assistants. But except for the secretary of state, who heads 

the entire department, none of them is a bureaucratic head. These 

are the men on the next level of the echelon. 

The five regional assistant secretaries compose the core of 

the State Department-East Asian and Pacific affairs, African affairs, 

Latin American affairs, European affairs, and Near Eastern and South 

Asian affairs. Henry Kissinger said, "If one wishes to influence 

American foreign policy, the time to do so is in the formative 

period, and the level is the middle level of the bureaucracy-that 
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of the assistant secretary and his immediate advisers. That is 

the highest level in which people can still think. Above that, the 

day to dsy operation of the machine absorbs most of the energy, 

and the decisions that are made depend very much on internal 

pressures of the bureaucracy.""* This is where political policy 

is actually formed by the mass of day to day decisions which 

have to be made. This is the level from which policy emerges, 

slowly, surely, often binding the hands of those above. This does 

not only include the assistant secretaries at the State, but also 

their ranking collogues at the other departments which affect foreign 

policy. Responsibility for making or changing basic policy resides 

with the President and Congress. State and Defense do not con- 

sciously originate policy, being only critics, advisers, and advocates, 

But the "small" decisions made, the activities taken by the middle 

level of their bureaucracies in dealing with their foreign 

countries, may set the stage and generate the events that either 

force higher officials to follow a certain course or make a policy 

change necessary."2 Each of these assistant secretaries heads a 

bureaucracyi for instance, the Bureau for East Asian and Pacific 

Affairs. The regional bureaus handle all the day to day operations. 

The post of regional assistant secretary allows him to give broad 

policy guidance to his bureau's area, and provide the leadership 

that drives his department. There is really no limit to each 

bureaus' responsibility in its region of the world. Liaison with 
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other department« depends upon then. Functional bureaus must seek 

the« out to affect operational decisions, as any part of the world 

they wish to deal in is within the scops of one of the bureaus. 

Fomer Secretary of State, Dean Rusk has called the assistant 

secretary's job, "Wie crucial post in terms of the art of management 

of policy in our relations with the rest of the world."°3 It is 

the last level of officialdom appointed by the President. Because 

of this, he should be aware of the President's policy intentions 

and concerns. He is then the first level which can apply his 

political considerations to the inputs being received from his 

bureau and other sources. As Faul H. Nitse said, "the regional 

assistant secretary is the first person on the ladder who can commit 

the United States of America."0^ It is important then that the 

assistant secretaries share the President's and Secretary of 

State's general views of the world. 

The structure of the bureaus under the regional secretaries 

have changed several times. In March of 1966, the State Department 

established the new position of country director. This was the man 

who formerly headed the country desk in the bureau. 

A new position of Country Director will be established 
in the regional bureaus to serve as the single focus 
of responsibility for leadership and coordination of 
departmental and interdepartmental activities concerning 
his country or countries of assignment.0* 

The country director was to report directly to the assistant secre- 

tary. But two areas of conflict have arisen. Some countries were 
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not deemed Important enough to be given a separate country director, 

end Instead were grouped together under one director. This was a 

similar arrangement to the old geographical offices which used to 

stand between the individual desk officers and the assistant 

secretary. Also, there has been a growth in the number of deputy 

assistant secretaries, who tend to concentrate on a small group 

of countries much like the office director had done before. The 

purpose of rising the old country desk officer to the dignity of 

country director had been to indicate a change in his function. 

Reporting directly to the assistant secretary, he was to deal with 

officials in other agencies of equivalent rank, and begin to provide 

the leadership for lnteragency affairs. ° Country directors can 

not deal effectively at all with senior officials of other depart- 

ments if they are still treated as desk officers of junior grade. 

The organisation of the regional bureaus is simple. An example 

is the Bureau of East Asian and Pacific Affairs. It consists of 

the assistant secretary and four deputy assistant secretaries. 

Two of these deal with political problems, and the other with 

matters of Viet-Nam, Laos, and Cambodia. Under these are the heart 

of the Bureau—ten country directorates. Some, as in the case of 

Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, deal with one country. Others, as in 

Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore, handle several countries. There 

is an office which concerns itself with problems based upon regional 

significance, called Regional Affairs. The staff members have 
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backgrounds In economies, political-*ilitary matters, International 

organisations, and such diverse subjects as drugs and labor. The 

Country Directorates each have several country officers working for 

then, specialists not only in their country, but usually in a certain 

aspect of that land. 

The functional bureaus in the Department of State have varying 

degrees of influence upon decision making in the regional bureaus 

and higher levels. They do make decisions in their operational 

area, and are most active in interagency coordination efforts. 

These include the bureau of Economic and Business affairs, of 

Congressional relations, International Organization Affairs, and 

Educational and Cultural Affairs. They are headed by an assistant 

secretary. Others, such as the Bureau of Intelligence and Research, 

the Bureau of Political-Military Affairs, and the new Folicy and 

Planning (the old Planning and Coordination Staff) Staff have a 

director at their top. Each of these last three play a significant 

role in foreign affairs. Intelligence itself will be dealt with 

later, but the Bureau of Intelligence and Research itself, within 

the State Department has eight major functional"? 

1) To provide the Secretary, Seniors, and political 
officers with information and judgements of current 
developments which affect United States policy. 

2) Conduct research and analysis on substantive 
issues and probl« 

3) Assisting in producing multi-agency intelligence 
products and multi-agency political papers (National 
Intelligence Estimates, NSSMS). 
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4) Manage outside research. 

5) Provide advice and representation on interagency 
boards concerned with planning, evaluation, and intelli- 
gence). 

6) Provide the Department policy guidance for 
Intelligence activities by other agencies. 

7) Provide communication, distribution, etc. to 
users of its information overseas. 

8) Public affair efforts such as map distributions. 

It is not an office that deals with covert operations, but mainly 

serves «s an evaluator of the information sent by embassies and 

other agencies. It draws judgements after an analysis of world 

developments, and makes them available to the regional and func- 

tional bureaus. 

The Folicy Planning Council00 was once a strong element with- 

in State with regards to Defense. It was a form of "think tank" 

that concerned itself with only the top Issues in long or medium- 

range terms, gathering special people for individual planning 

groups. The Council misht not have had the organizational impact 

it did if the Secretary had ignored it or treated it as part of his 

staff» The influence of the Council depends upon how he wishes 

to use it. but before 1969» it functioned as a viable, free-reined 

office. 

In 1969, the Policy Planning Council became the Folicy, Planning 

and Coordination Staff, and an effort was made to bring it into the 

daily operations. There was a general feeling that it could no longer 
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remain aloof if it wanted the desired impact. It would now try to 

Impress long range considerations into account. But the Policy, 

Planning, and Coordination Staff lost its influence, due mainly to 

the Secretary of State's loss of power. It weakened considerably 

as it tried to move into dally matters, and was ignored by the 

Secretary himself. 

In testimony before the Senate on his nomination as Secretary 

of State, Dr. Henry Kissinger answered a question about the Planning 

and Coordination Staffi 

I plan to strengthen the role and capability of the State 
Department's Planning and Coordination Staff both in 
analysing problems and in considering various approaches 
to their solutions, including medium and long-range plan- 
ning. More generally, I plan to emphasize the require- 
ment ior all parts of the State Department to think of 
the long-range implications of our policies and to reflect 
them in tactical and short-term actions.69 

In early Kerch, 19?^, the name was changed to the Policy and 

Planning Staff. Winston Ford was appointed its head. He is one of 

Kissinger's very close associates, and it Indicates the importance 

he attaches to the position. There is a feelinp within the Politico- 

Military Bureau that the Staff is increasingly becoming a more 

active group. They monitor operations and are included in most 

working groups-the ad hoc ones which involve the different State 

bureaus. Papers are written upon the initiative of Ford's staff, 

parts of them often being funneled out to the various bureaus for 

construction. The Staff is remaining out of the day to day operations 

unless they have long term and broad Implications, whereby they are 
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brought to the attention of Ford or the Secretary of State. Their 

job is to spot issues «here long range matters must be undertaken. 

There is no organisational responsibility to perform certain 

functions, such as are assigned to Folitico-Kilitary Affairs. It 

is once again more of a freewheeling office which voices its views 

on a range of topics. Its effect will be seen in the attention 

paid to them by Kissinger as policy develops. 

Not all, but some of the issues the Policy and Planning Staff 

deals with involve political-military questions. There are no 

formal or continuing contacts with Defense. Officials rely upon 

those they know, or those with whom it is necessary to deal with 

on specific issues. For instance on the SALT'0 negotiations they 

meet with the interagency committee, and do have a substantial 

influence. They also attend the meetings on >:BFh?l talks, and also 

automatically have a role in constructing NSSMs'* from the very 

nature of the office—but their input depends upon the issue at 

hand. There are those elsewhere who have a more influential input 

due to their position, expertise, or power. However, the value 

of the Planning Staff's judgements may increase. Kissinger, 

originator of most of the NSSMs, is now at State and drawing upon 

their expertise with that of the men whom he brought there with 

him. Ho longer is he just the National Security Adviser, intent 

upon having his view prevail through the National Security Staff. 

The locus of power is changing, and so do the sources from which 
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policy considerations are weighted more heavily. 

A paper from the Policy Planning Bureau to the Secretary 

cannot be done alone. Their papers need information, options, 

and the organisation which the Secretary requires to make a deci- 

sion. The purpose of NSSMs are to spell out objectives, the rea- 

sons why we support then, and reexamine and perhaps replace, the 

old ones. Not involved with the details of an issue such as the 

military assistance Program, the Flanning Staff looks into the 

reasoning of our participation in the countries. Planning asks if 

the national objectives are served by the present system, but 

to get the information and objectives they raust coordinate with 

the Bureaus and the Defense Department who are responsible for the 

program and its details. Within tie State Department, Policy 

and Planning coordinates on oolitical-military issues most closely 

with the Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs. 

bureau of Politico-hilitary Affairs There are four principal func- 

tions of the Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs (Ftf)i73 

to advise the Secretary of State on issues and policy 
problems arising in the areas where defense and foreign 
policy intersects to serve as the principal channel of 
liaison and contact between the Department of State and 
the Department of Defense; to develop the views and 
positions of the Department of State on politico-military 
problems that are under consideration within the NSC 
systemt and to exercise on behalf of the Secretary the 
responsibility for supervision of the military assis- 
tance and sales programs and to control the commercial 
export of arms. 
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The bureau is internally divided into seven offices, which deal 

with a large scope and variety of problems in the world. 

The Office of International Security Operations (PX/1S0) deals 

principally with matters relating to United States military 

operations, facilities, and bases overseas. It reviews troop 

exercises and ship visits for potential political effects. It 

coordinates or supervises with the regional bureaus military base 

rights negotiations. Regional defense cooperation, State and 

Joint Chiefs of Staff meetings, and issues concerning the law of 

the Sea and the seabeds are under the purview of this oflice. 

The Office of International Security Policy and Planning 

(PH/ISP) handles questions that concern United States defense 

policy, and strategic implications of defense programs. Policy 

questions about foreign bases, troop levels, and weapon deployment 

are worked on by this office, ihe Director of Pf./ISP represents 

the State Lepartment on the working group of the NaC's Defense 

Program Review Committee. In NaSpi's dealing with strategic or 

military matters, and contigency plans, this office is responsible 

for State's "input". 

The Office of Atomic Energy and Aerospace is responsible for 

anything of nuclear and space content. It helps determine our 

policy concerning the deployment of nuclear weapons. It clears 

nuclear ship visits and overflights of nuclear armed planes. Finally, 

it coordinates our nuclear policy with our Allies. 
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The fourth office is Munition» Control (PK/KC). They are 

responsible for supervising the united States export licensing 

program for articles of war on the United States Munitions List, 

under the authority of Section klk  of the hutual Security Act of 

199*,  «s amended. The fifth office, the Office of Disarmament 

and Arms Control (Prt/DCA), represents the State Department in all 

disarmament talks and arms control. They participate in formulating 

the United States position for SALT, MBFR, and such disarmament 

issues, and are represented on the NSC Verification Fanel and as 

such, they also work on test ban issues. 

The Office of Flannin* and Analysis for International Security 

Assistance (PM/PA) is the newest of the offices. It is charged with 

coordinating the annual guidance by the various departments of the 

security assistance propram. It formulates five-year plans, and 

studies countries' lorce modernization requirements. It also must 

take into account the economic consequences of its proposed actions. 

The final office is i-dlitary Assistance *nd Sales (FM/KAS). 

This office is the organizational unit charged with the supervision 

and direction of the Military Assistance Program. The Secretary of 

State has delegated this authority to PK/hAS under Section 6'12  of 

the Foreign Assistance Act, as amended, under Section 2 of the 

Foreign Military Sales Act, this office is also responsible for 

the supervision and direction of the foreign military sales cash 

and credit proprams. Included within these programs are naval ship 



loans, leases, and sales. It also participates in the group con- 

ducting the delegation of excess defense articles, and is respon- 

sible for the clearances of the Military Assistance Advisory Groups, 

It is this office which makes contact with Deiense on such matters. 

It is the Defense Department which is responsible for the admini- 

stration of the Military Assistance and Sales Program. But it is 

through Military Assistance and Sales, as it analyzes the Issues 

which arise, and oversees the policy of the sales and assistance 

actions in foreign countries, that the Politico-Military Affairs 

Bureau becomes "the conduit through which flows the "general 

direction" and "continuous supervision" which the Secretary of 

State is required to give these programs."^* 

The largest criticism of the State Department has been its 

characterisation as a "fudge factory, or as President Kennedy 

called it a "bowl full of .jelly". The criticism is not unfair. 

The Department is slow, as endless "clearances" are needed by 

different offices and bureaus who feel they should be involved 

in an action taken. The Department has not provided the strong 

leadership it should in foreign affairs, but rather appears cau- 

tious, lumbersome, and indecisive in its activities. But the fault 

is not all theirs. The State budget of about 500 nil Hon dollars 

compares to over 80 billion dollars fcr defense. The Fentagon 

has a natural constituency among the military hardware industry and 

with the congressmen where the industries or military bases are 
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located. The State Department has no such constituency. It must 

supervise the foreign affairs oi over 125 countries. Interests 

collide when a policy favorable to one country is at the same time 

detrimental to another, will assistance given to one nation which 

sorely requires it, affect our relations with a peripheral ally who 

is this nation's adversary? It is State who is char^  with 

providing these answers in the broad area of foreign affairs. It 

is much more difficult for State to have general concurrence on a 

policy and present a unified front than it is for a department with 

narrower interests in the world. 

Military Establishment 

National se«v<rity policy Is encompassed,and encompasses, foreign 

policy. Military security decisions and commitments are not without 

their political Impact, at home and abroad, .-dlitary inputs, and 

their military-political expertise, have become an important aspect 

of the governmental decision makinp process. Every decision made 

coneerninr strategic planning, doctrinal developnent, or security 

activities, such as homeporting or military assistance, bodes ill 

or pood for the conduct of our foreign policy. All come under *he 

operating authority of the Department of Defense, alone responsible 

for the national security of America. 

There is no activity which has more significance today in 

United States relations with foreism countries than mi Mtar 7 affairs. 

The role of tne Defense Department is to administer within State, 
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Congressional, and Presidential limitations the geographical 

distribution of its resources. Troop deployments, daily ship 

visits, aid to friendly natii> j-executed by DOD in accordance to 

national defense requirements-are run daily by Defense personnel. 

Obtaining a base, withdrawing a division, implementing a security 

decision with a certain weapon system—each one is done amid 

political implications. It becomes Defense's role not only to 

implement decisions, but to participate in their formulation 

with defense requirements. 

Organisation 

Created by the National Security Act of 19**7. the Defense 

Department has expanded into a huee conglomeration. It is headed 

by the Secretary of Defense, who is the foremost personal military 

adviser to tht, Fresldent,?5 This is the man chosen by the President 

to direct the Department in attaining the national objectives. It 

is essential that he possesses, and can display, the confidence of 

the President in him. Any high official who wishes to yield more 

than routine authority must have the trust of the President. A 

civilian, the secretary is a man who is highly capable, but usually 

unfarailar with many of the aspects of the military enigma. He 

is given the Joint Chiefs of 3taff-the nation'3 highest officers- 

as his personal military staff. The second role of the defense 

secretary is that of military commander. He is the first in the 
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chain of command after the President, and oust structure the United 

States strategic and tactical policy. His third role Is manager 

of the department of defense. He runs the organisation and is its 

final authority. The roles of the secretary also include being 

the representative for the Department before Congress and with State, 

as well as being the lobbyist for Its Interests. « 

Under the secretary is the deputy secretary of defense. It 

is their relationship which determines the management of the 

department. Former Secretary laird and deputy Secretary Packard 

are said to have had the almost perfect division of labor. One 

defense official saw Laird acting with "consumate effectiveness as 

the "master politicianH in handling the Defense Department's 

external relations) he was ideal »is the chief military adviser to 

the President, and outstanding as the Department's top lobbyist 

on Capitol Hill. Meanwhile, Deputy Secretary Packard was th« 

76 
internally oriented manager who "minded the store".   In contrast 

today, Secretary Sclesinger and Deputy Defense Secretary William C. 

Clements are reportedly on cool terms.'' 

At the next level are the ten assistant secretaries of defense. 

It is the assistant secretary of defense for International Security 

Affairs (ASD/ISA) who has had the power and the role to most influence 

United States policy, and who provides the secretary of defense 

specialised nonmilitary advice on foreign affairs. The other 

assistant secretaries are involved to a lesser degree with policy, 
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9 but they must coordinate it with ISA. By executive authority, ISA 

develops end coordinates the Defense Department's positions and 

H policies on politico military and foreign economic problems. Under 

OISA, the military services and overseas commands conduct the 

operations of security assistance. It coordinates the Defense 

a Department's representation on the National Security Council, "back* 

stopping"* the Secretary's participation. It also arranges DOD's 

U participation in international conferences. Finally, it is the 

-~ official, authorized channel for liaison with tha State Department. 

■*■ The assistant secretary is aided by his principal deputy 

|~l assistant secretary. Under them are six deputy assistance secretaries, 

of which four are regional. They do the job of coordination for 

IJ the assistant secretary within tnd without the Defense Department 

__ in matters concerning their reFional or functional areas. Working 

*"* for them are the regional directors who head groupings of countries 

|R and their "desV officers," ISA is the State Department within the 

Department of Defense. 

II There are other agencies and bureaus within the Office of the 

Secretary of Defense, but, again, any activities of theirs affecting 

W national security and foreign policy, is coordinated wfth ISA, la 

•"Backstopping" means preparing policy papers, giving briefings, 
readying answers to anticipated questions, and doing research on a 
subject for an official to have before he is to represent the agency 
on a certain point, preparing him before he goes before committees, 
etc. 
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one instance« the Director of an agency it also the acting assistant 

secretary of ISA.* One other agency which does play a significant 

part in policy formulation is the Defense Intelligence Agency, 

which reports to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) is the principal military 

adviser to the President, the Secretary of Defense, and the National 

Security Council, and also is responsible for formulating national 

security strategy.?  The JCS is composed of the chiefs of staff 

of the three services, along with another senior officer, the chair- 

man. The commandant of the marine corps also sits as an equal on 

the board when a matter directly concerning it arises. The three 

service chiefs are supported by a staff of their own, as well as 

their own service bureaucracy, while the JCS as a whole has the 

Joint Staff working for them. 

The JCS also serves as the operational staff between the secre- 

tary and the unified and specific commands. They are responsible 

for executing the strategic policy which they initiated. The JCS 

also plans and programs the material and military forces it needs 

in its annual Joint Strategic Objectives Flan (JSOP). The last 

function of the JCS is performed separately by each Chief heading 

•This is Vice Admiral Ray Peet, USh, who directs the Defense 
Security Assistance Agency and is at the moment the acting assis- 
tant secretary of ISA. 
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his individual services as th« senior naval, air, or army officer. 

This is the crux of the problem concerning the JCS—can they jointly 

provide professional military advise in the national interest as 

the senior officers of their services? They need the support and 

confidence of their service department's to work effectively as 

f| chief of staff. They are obligated to their services to represent 

their interests to the JCS as the service chiefs-but to what extentf 

y This "two-hatted" role is a major cause of "splits" within the JCS— 

_ decisions where the members cannot agree upon one alternative. This 

^** leaves the decision to the defense secretary, strengthening his 

p role as the JCS' is weakened. 

The role of the chairman of the Joint Chiefs has little to do 

|J with statutes. It is the de facto role, one supported by precedence 

__,, and personality. The chairman is only one among equals, but he has 

LJ come to be the senior military adviser to the Fresident, and secre- 

r| of defense. Dealing with one man is easier, and the chairman has 

become a sort of "go-between" in the defense department. The joint 

I I service chiefs have looked upon him to represent their point of 

view to the secretary, or President. He has become their spokesman. 

II But appointed by the Fresident, he must be careful that he does not 

r* lose the support of the JCS by becoming his representative. II 
Since the 1960's, the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff has 

If begun to take political, economic, and other non-military matters 

into consideration before their decisions are reached. * After the 
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Bay of Pigs, President Kennedy charged then "to base their advice 

not on narrow military considerations alone but on broad-gauged 

political and economic factors as well."™ Informal communications 

with Defense offices and State bureaus were established. The Chair- 

man is responsible for directing the Joint Staff in support of toe 

JCS.81 This is carried out by the Director, Joint Staff, presently 

a lieutenant general, soon to be a Vice Admiral. He is assisted by 

the operations department of each service in the workload, and also 

In deciding matters within the authority of the Operations Deputies 

of the services. 

The Joint Staff is composed of five directorates-personnel (J-l), 

operations (J-3). logistics (J-*0, plans and policy (J-5), and 

communications-electronics (J-6). They prepare reports for the 

Joint chiefs, which are for their use in making their decisions. 

J-5 "prepares joint strategic plans and studies for current and 

future application," it also "participates in requirements and de- 

velopment matters pertaining to the Five-Year Defense Program." 

Within J-5 are geographic divisions, as well as divisions dealing 

with military assistance and negotiations. It is J-5, along with 

J-3 (responsible for the current operations), which reviews the 

operational plans of unified commands that are involved in 

national policy questions. 

The Joint Staff's actions are closely coordinated with the 

service departments at each stage during their formulation. Done 
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to arrive at a unified position, it perhaps produces more compromised 

positions in order to have all the services agree to a decision. 

Each service pores over the Issue at hand» intent upon reconciling 

It to their service's interests. The work of a Joint Staff action 

actually seems to be done by the staffs of each military department, 

who prepare their services' positions, and then try to negotiate 

them out within the Joint Staff. The first preliminary draft by 

a Joint Staff action officer is called the "Flimsy". After the blue 

version, there is the "buff", then the "green" or printed paper. 

At each stage, there is coordination as the swrvios state their 

positions on each colored version. Purple is the color of paper 

used if the Joint Chiefs of Staff disagree, and white is the color 

of the memorandum which goes to the secretary when a unified decision 

has been made. The procedure is time-consuming, each color denoting 

a higher level which makes its comments and dissenting remarks on 

the paper. All preen papers are forwarded to the Operations Deputies 

who approve them for the JCS if it is a -natter they can act on with 

agreement, or forward them to the Joint Staff for further nego- 

tiations, or because of their importance. Every effort is made to 

reach an agreed-upon position at the lowest level possible. 

hllitary Departments The military departments were removed from 

the operational chain of command by the 1958 Defense Reorganisation 

Act. Operational command now runs from the President through the 
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service departments remain tha principal manager of tha resources 

of tha services—logistics, personnel, and research and development 

are all under their supervision, coordinated with each other and 

tha JCS. But their planning and review of requirements, as well 

as their procurement of specialised weapon systems, have impacts 

upon foreign policy. They are concerned about national security 

and the role they will have in it. Questions concerning homeporting 

and base acquisitions necessitates their expertise and involvement. 

They too become concerned about political implications affecting 

their military doctrine. 

Each of the departments is headed by a civilian secretary, who 

has working for him several under secretaries and various assistant 

secretaries in charge of managerial offices. The 1958 Defense 

Reorganisation Act limited the role of these secretaries to managers, 

or extensions of the defense secretary."2 Assistant secretaries 

of defense became deeply Involved in military departmental affairs 

in performing their functions, bypassing the service secretary. 

It is now recognized that an assistant secretary of defense must 

obtain authority from the defense secretary to work through the 

service secretaries to become involved in service affairs which 

concern them. ■> The service secretaries are "primarily expediters 

and not formulators of the military plans and programs which 

constitute the policies of their departments"j0* they are the advo- 
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caters of their service's programs. It is then important for them 

to have the trust of their military chiefs of staff. 

This is the second role of the JCS officers-performing as the 

chiefs of staff of their military organisation. Together with the 

service secretary» he supervises the efficiency, preparedness, and 

f~| resources of his service. As chief of staff, he is the Service*s 

ranking officer, and the responsibility of its maintenance is his. 

1 1 out it is a unique role. He is the only member of his department 

who has a statutory role in security policy formulation by his 

iJ membership on the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He can support his ser- 

f'l vice's programs in several ways, besides the forum of the JCS, 

LI 
he can work through the service secretary to present an unaltered 

I j view to the defense secretary. Or he may go through informal 

OSD channels, trying to convince the offices on the way to the top 

ul level, that the service's view is credible. By statute as a JCS 

a., 
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member, the service chief may go directly to the Congress or the 

President, after informinp the Secretary of Defense, to make his 

case. The navy has tended to keep away from using methods which 

involves going through the office of the secretary of defense (OSD). 

The air force favors this approach, while the army holds an inter- 

mediate position." 

The Department of the Air rorce is the only military department 

to have a deputy undersecretary for International Affairs within 

the office of the secretary of the department. If the air force 
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wish«» to focus on a matter which is in the politico-military field, 

it can b« handled through here, and not through the JC6 staffing 

memorandums. It has not only provided the department an independent 

central point to coordinate air force political-military problems, 

but has become a convenient link for other components of Defense 

to deal with a matter involved with the service. If ISA were unsure 

of where to approach the department on some issue, they would start 

here. They deal with security assistance along with the range of 

defense political issues. The air force also utilises the office 

of the deputy chief of staff, Plans and Operations, to centralise 

the problems of a politico-military nature. The directorate of 

plans is subdivided into functional and geographical regions. But 

it is with the International Affairs office within the service 

secretary that the air force achieves the interfacing within the 

Department of Defense which the other services do not have. 

The navy has perhaps the best structured office to deal with 

politico-military issues, Within the Office of the Chief of Naval 

Operations is the deputy chief of naval operations, Plans and Folicy. 

It is divided into four divisions and three branches. One division 

is responsible for strategic plans policy (OF-61) according to 

regional as well as functional areas. The Politico-Military Folicy 

Division (in OP-61) analyses political implications of defense 

activity according to regional offices. One of the other divisions 

is accountable for naval security assistance Implementation. But 
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there is no unit to compare with this within the oflice of the 

Secretary of the Navy. 

The army has created for the same reasons as the air force a 

deputy undersecretary as a central point for security assistance 

matters. But it is not an international affairs office as such. 

Under the deputy chief for military operations, there is an 

International Affairs Directorate, with a small Politico-Military 

Division. Also within Military Operations is a Plans Directorate 

dealing with strategic policy planning. 

Two weeks after his inauguration in January, 1969» President 

Nixon apologised for the emptiness of his oval office. It was still 

devoid of articles and parophanelia—except for the four flags of 

the military Services. Nothing else stood about or decorated the 

room-just ths symbols uf the military services. "They" had sent 

them over that morning, when they had heard President Johnson had 

packed his away. It is a reminder of the military, and its place 

86 
in foreign policy—everywhere. 

The power and influence of the military arises from the legality 

and expertise in the means of violence they control. In doing the 

job they are given to do, fears of militarized foreign policy and 

loss of the principle of civilian supremacy are voiced, for several 

87 
reasons civilian supremacy has not proved a problem.   but the 
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criticism of a militarised national policy moans cither our foreign 

policy is overweighted with military considerations, or is being 

excessively influenced by military men.   All around the world are 

United States bases and United States forces, defense policy is 

tied up in foreign policy. To a certain extent there is need of 

militarising foreign policy—but what is sufficient! Military 

leaders are concerned with power, and deal with it with force. 

The problem is not to overmilitarise the policy of the United States, 

not to leave the policy field alone to the military. They must 

become aware of political and economic implications of executing 

their policy perceptions. And it is the job of State, the NSC 

and other cabinet members to confront the military with it. 

The use of the military today is a paradox. 

Military power is an Indispensable element of international 
involvement, yet the utility of military power is limited 
by the risks of its very use. The American response to 
this paradox has been a "mixed doctrine combining the 
policy of deterrence and the concept of control over con- 
flict situations.8* 

But this policy of deterrence and control puts limits on American 

military power. 

Military power becomes a requirement but not an active 
Instrument of policy. The usefulness of military might 
is measure«' by the extent to which it can be translated 
into political power. It is an umbrella under which 
diplomacy, economic activity, and propaganda can be 
employed to further American interests. Military power 
might have to be used, especially in response to 
aggression or equally serious provocation. But even 
when force is brought to bear, the measure of success 
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is not the crude calculation of military victory, but the 
«ore difficult dimension of political achievement.9° 

Today, the major objective of military resources is not nec- 

essarily to "win" victories, but to deter conflict by developing 

political and psychological relationships in the world. "The 

development, deployment, and use of the defense establishment 

must be delicately related to political objectives."^ The major 

mechanisms for ensuring this relationship are the NSC, State Depart- 

ment, White House, and Department of Defense. 

State and Defense Relationships Interaction 

The State and Defense Departments are the major, and often 

adversary or conflicting, participants in foreign policy formulation. 

Both departments have different interests to protect, different 

functions to perform, and different ideas as to what methods are 

best for achieving a national objective. They do agree, but just 

as often do not. These agencies are assigned their particular 

functions, but it is evident that they do overlap to a considerable 

extent. There is not, nor can there be, any fixed boundary between 

what is foreign and what is security policy. iMlitary decisions 

impact considerably on foreign policy situations, and political 

considerations need to be taken into account. Military expertise 

and information are always necessary when military issues become 

foreign policy matters, Kost important issues cf security policy 

are joint State-Lefense actions. Base rights, military aid, and 

 *+ - i ■" "niHfiiwmnf 
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arms cor' v >1 negotiations or troop reductions require relating mili- 

tary means to foreign policy ends.^2 The different assignments and 

responsibilities of the two departments makes disagreement inevitable, 

But disagreements themselves ar« not bad. They focus attention 

upon matters or specifics that need further consideration by one 

side or the other. What is undesirable is the lack of effective 

and timely means for resolving the differences which arise between 

these two major policy departments. There must be a close« working 

relationship between the State and Defense Departments to effect 

an integrated security policy. It must exist between bureaus And 

offices, from the action officers to the Secretaries, whether 

implementing decisions between the two bureaucracies, or formulating 

them within the National Security Council prccass. 

It is difficult to ascertain the exact nature of the State- 

Defense relationship in foreign policy since President »Nixon assumed 

office. Case studies present problems of gathering information 

which is still classified. Participants are still serving, and 

anxious «bout their positions, ueneralized statements and observa- 

tions sometimes are the extent to which a person can delve into 

aspects of the bureaucratic happenings between the departments. 

Eut from these, and others more wise in »iashington's ways, a 

general idea of the nature of the relationship can be gathered. 
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The offices most involved in State-Defense interfacing have 

already been mentioned, within State there is, of course, the 

Secretary and the Deputy secretary, as veil as the Under Secretaries 

for Security Assistance and for Political Affairs. But the burden 

of the day-to-day activity is borne by the geographical bureaus 

and the Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs. There is also some 

consultation between the Policy and Planning Staff and Defense, 

while the Bureau of Intelligence and Research maintains contact 

with the various intelligence offices within Defense. 

The Defense Department coordinates with State principally 

through the Office of the Assistant Secretary for International 

Security Affairs (ISA). The Joint Chiefs of Staff also become 

involved with State, supported by J-5 ^nd J-3 of the Joint Staff. 

The military departments each have offices dealing with State- 

related issues, but they are required to work through ISA in 

contacting the State Department. Also involved through these two 

(Military departments and the JCS) are the unified and specific 

commands, evaluating their strategic iöquirements. At the top is 

the Secretary of Defense, who has the assistance of th« Deputy 

Secretary of Defense. 

Office of International Security Affairs (ISA) 

The chief bureau within the Defense Department for coordinating 

with State is ISA. before Secretary Mctiamara left the Defense 



Department IM had ballt up two powerful Assistant Secretary of 

Defense offices. One was the Office of the Assistant Secretary 

of efense for Systems Analysis (OASL/SA), established in 1965 

fron the Ofiice of the Comptroller. It took aggressive control 

over the entire defense budget process. 

...the JCS and the military services were in large part 
reduced to simply responding to SA initiatives, and were 
likely to be summarily overruled if SA—acting as a 
staff arm of the Secretary, to be sure—decided that 
their responses were unconvincing or inadequate. It goes 
without saying that the White House staff, the Depart- 
ment of State, the Bureau of the Budget, and other such 
agencies soon found out (that SA was) where the "action" 
was...93 

But it was ISA which had primary concern for establishing 

contact with State in matters of security policy, such as mili- 

tary assistance and troop exercises. It never filled the role 

announced for it in the late 19**0' s until a series of strong and 

talented Assistant Secretaries for International Security Affairs 

were brought in by Secretary kcftamara.^ They gave ftcNamara 

strong staff support in his tendency to announce his own foreign 

policy viewsi 

McNaraara's so-called "posture statements" to Congress 
every winter included extensive coverage of foreign 
policy worldwide, and whenever he spoke in international 
forums—as at the NATO ministerial meetings in the 
spring or autwan—he seldom iailed to make headlines 
with views that were loaded with foreign policy content 
or implications. The ASD/ISA and his deputy assistant 
secretaries—little loath to begin with—reacted to 
i'icNamara's wide-ranging activism by becoming themselves 
as aggressive and independent as they felt they had to 
be in order to survive. In the process, the aggressive- 
ness and independence of »any of then often struck 
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officials in State and in the Office of the JCS as arro- 
gance and offensiveness.95 

Because of hcNamara's stature and influence within the entire 

policy-making community, his ISA staff arm grew powerful and 

doninant. The decision-making bureaucracies became centralized 

with Kcftamara as the head. His offices and bureaus become the 

center of the "action" which he brought there, and which his 

assistant secretaries fought to maintain. The slow decline of the 

State Department in influencing foreign policy continued. Action 

was centralized in the civilian office of the Secretary of Defense, 

with ISA the principle foreign policy agency. 

The head of the ISA is still responsible to the Defense Secre- 

tary . When Kelvin Laird became the Secretary, he encouraged the 

weakening of the two offices which had become unbeatable competi- 

tors of the military services-ISA and SA.^° The services, parti- 

cularly the havy,^ had bred a corps of officers skilled in systems 

analysis, and also political-military analysis. Secretary Laird 

has been pictured as a Defense Secretary more interested in 

resolving individual service Interests than In keeping them in 

OR 
accord with Presidential priorities.   It had been ISA who chal- 

lenged the services, forcing them to accept broader priorities than 

those of their own department. Now they were beinp ignored within 

the Department itself. ISA could no longer confidently be seen to 

speak for the Secretary, «nd its interagency influence was becoming 
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curtailed. It appears that the Under Secretary for Political 

Affaire in the State Department, U. Alexis Johnson, did not feel 

ISA vas necessarily needed by Defense. Other groups in the State 

Department, particularly the Political-Wilitary bureau, were 

battling to reduce ISA's bureaucratic power. ISA complained that 

Deputy Defense Secretary Packard, a good friend of Johnson's, 

agreed with State's view, and was a de facto ally of State.99 

They saw ISA's weakness not as a reflection upon the office, but 

as a result of outside maneuvers to reduce Its role, and the 

appearance that the Bureau had lost its main source of strength- 

a Secretary who used their advice as a strong influence in making 

his decisions. 

ISA's forte in defense policy-making was that it alone was to 

represent the Defense Department in interagency coordination. 

They could speak to anyone» but the services-intent upon their 

programs-were required to go through ISA to speak with State, It 

is a hard fought for Derogative. 

Service-State "End-Kunnlng" "and-running" is a term used lor by- 

passing the unit or person that another is required to immediately 

deal with on an Issue. It is done for a variety of reasons—to 

reach someone who "can do something", or to try to remove from the 

decision-making process an office which will surely block a pro- 

gram which the end-running agency supports. Or else a bureau may 
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be bypassed simply because it is not strong enough to stop it. 

This is one problem in State-Defense relationships. 

In coordinating with State, ISA has the only Defense authority 

to do so. But ISA's image has changed during the Nixon Administra- 

tion. Dennis J. Doolin, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 

in International Security Affairs for East Asia and Pacific Affairs 

has ssid that he felt that ISA was stronger in president Johnson's 

time. The people there were more self-confident at his level, and 

had less of a tendency to consult before taking a position.   It 

appears that the ISA group knew they had the confidence of their 

Secretary! and felt they could speak for the Department with his 

support without checking back for guidance whenever a question arose. 

That assertiveness is gone today, and ISA's particular advantage 

in departmental interfacing is weakening—that it alone in the 

Defense Department is authorised to deal with State. Not only are 

the Services restricted from going to State, but State also may 

only deal with Defense through iSA. ISA can contact anyone in State, 

but PM must come to ISA. 

In interviews conducted with officer's working in their 

respective Services' policy and plans departments, there was general 

lip-service given to their adherence in following the instructions 

that they must work with State through ISA. However, one Admiral 

candidly admitted to bypassing ISA. To him, ISA was weak, and the 

personalities "bad" te deal through. He learned how the system was 
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Institutionalised, goine to recognised "pressure points" to make 

It work for him. Those wore certain people, "prime mows" he 

called then, who he could use. He saw his responsibility to 

Admiral Zunwalt, Chief of Naval Operations, while the ISA head 

was reporting to the Secretary of Defense. He had to "get his job 

done", and if ISA were a hindrance, he went directly to State. 

For this senior naval officer, State-Defense relations were a 

natter of finding out if someone in State could help hin, and if 

so, going directly to him if ISA proved a problem. 

The Navy Working Through ISA The Navy is notorious for dealing 

directly with State. A military officer within ISA stated that 

the Navy had no compunction to end-running anyone at all. As abusers 

of the system, they were "masters of the fait accompli." The major 

offender was OP-06, Plans and Folicy. This was the office where 

Rear Admiral Robert 0. rfelander, allegedly involved in the fialsco 

of taking some of Kr. Kissinger's National Security Council papers, 

was the Assistant Deputy. The officer mentioned how less than ten 

years ago, no one in the Services would even go to an ISA "action 

officer"* without permission, never mind trying to end-run it. 

II »"Action Officer" is the designation for the particular official 
«I within any bureau or office who holds direct responsibility for over- 

seeing a particular issue the office is dealing with. The official 
•r is usually a desk level officer, who coordinates the views of his 
|| department and with other agencies, carrying the issue through to 

the high levels of officialdom. 

LI 
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Several officials felt that this end-running on the Navy's part 

has a lot to do with Admiral Zumwalt. The officers have a .job—and 

an admiral on their neck to accomplish it. Lead by Admiral Zumwalt 

they would get it done, anyway. An official queried about this 

commented that if Phase Two of hoaeporting in Greece101 were delayed 

within State, he would expect the Admiral would probably have 

lunch with the State officials concerned, The official admitted 

it was difficult to keep up upon Navy-State relations, oftening 

getting to the point where an ISA official can only say, "For God's 

sake, tell me what you're doingJ" The Services have caused so 

many complaints that the executive officer of Ar-,  Nutter, the 

Assistant Secretary for International Security Affairs last year, 

was forced to distribute a terse memorandum reminding the Services 

of their role and obligations to work through ISA. But it continues, 

and officials unwillingly admit that they take their "hats off to 

the Navy, with its "great system." 

Several officers in OF-06 were asked of their relationship with 

the State Department, All commented that they were required to 

work through ISA. Near the end of the interviews, the officers 

were asked to comment upon the Politico-Military bureau of the State 

Department and their role-playing in State and defense relationship.-^* 

Answers within one area were quick and harsh. Examples were given 

of what they felt was their ineffectiveness. They talked of hew 

often they were unable to work with PK due to its ineffectiveness 
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in policy-making, and how PK was of littla holp when they ware con- 

taotad. It was ironic to haar thasa officers' disappointment that 

they could not gat any "action" from Hi, then to remember their 

comments at the beginning of the interviews that the Maty did not 

contact EH, but worked through ISA,—as required. 

ISA's Decline ISA has been beset with personnel problems. It has 

changed Assistant Secretaries quickly, and the post has now been 

vacant for a long time, with the deputy assistant Secretary for 

Security Assistance as acting head. The post of principle deputy 

assistant secretary is also vacant, and there is an acting head of 

another deputy assistant secretary position. The Office is almost 

without leadership. It has not lost its coordinating function, 

but It has lost its policy initiative. There are too many vacancies, 

but there appeared to be little concern about it. The ISA Office, 

once strong under Secretary hcXaughton, has steadily gone down- 

hill in capability and power. Some officials perceive the ISA as 

a home for noninfluential right-wingers. ■* Others now see the ISA 

as too identifiable with the military services. w Agencies tend 

not to cooperate with an ISA that no longer appears intent upon 

checking the military branches as it once did; they could as well 

go directly to the Services. There just appears to be little 

initiative leadership within ISA. 

Mr. Nutter was the Assistant Secretary for International 
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Security Affairs. He handed In his resignation, as all top officials 

were required to do when the second Nixon Administration began. 

However, when Secretary Laird said he was about to leave, Mr. Nutter 

did the same. But he left the post empty at a most crucial time- 

this was when Vietnamization began and the new administration started. 

There was no head to fight for ISA to be a factor in the national 

security process, let alone Vietnamitatlon. Finally i'*r. Hill was 

appointed. But he was a Secretary who liked to deal with broad 

ideas and not in details. ' It was not what was required to force 

ISA's way back to a probing, pushing power, hot did Hr. Hill get 

along with the new Secretary of Defense, Mr Richardson, a talented 

official, noted for his ability to control the bureaucracy for his 

1 I use. At present, the position is vacant. One official in ISA 

views the office as "rocking along now", these vacancies being a 

II 

•t 
! 
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A few officials interviewed wondered whether the Administration 

had not decided to relegate ISA to a lesser role in defense policy 

making.1Q6 host of these felt that it had, particularly in light 

of Dr. Kissinger's dominating role. Officers in t'.ie Service said 

that from the point of view of the military working with ISA, the 

relationship has not changed since the Kennedy-Johnson era—ISA 

still must be "onboard" to have a policy accepted rigorously in the 

Defense Department. But between ISA and the total workings of 

American policy, they have lost the influence they had once gained 
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fron a relatively weak Secretary of State who gave in to Defense,1'*7 

and the deferrenee that the special assistant to the President for 

national security affairs, Walt Rostov, gave Defense in the National 

Security Council. With Defense being deferred to, ISA had more 

"clout." 

In view of the bureaucratic politics within Defense and between 

it and the State Department, it is questionable if a strong ISA 

would make a difference, or if it is even a natter of concern. 

There is considerable doubt in Washington if ISA will ever 

regain the level of power it once held in view of the way policy 

is being nade today. At the present there is a new, strong Secre- 

tary of Defense, Dr. Schlesinger. Officials concede that quite 

a lot which before was acted upon at the ISA/assistant secretary 

level is now being resolved at the Secretary of Defense-State level. 

If ISA has a problem. Dr. Schlesinger will solve it, not ISA. One 

official in ISA felt this raey be an outcome of the Kiddle East war, 

where Schlesinger and Kissinger acted together expediently on many 

issues. Dr. Schlesinger has said, 

"the style of decision making is very important. I think 
that it is fair to say that, at the present time, some 
of the senior decision makers are men who like to do 
things in an individual way and in a private way.***** 

Effort to Revitalise ISA but recently Dr. Schlesinger supported 

the nomination of Paul H. Mtze as Assistant Secretary of Defense 

for ISA. Mr. Nitse served as head of ISA under >»cNamara. Under 
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hin, ISA grew from a small "State Department" which advised the 

military• to a strong office, checking upon and prevailing over 

military opinion. As a result, Nitse was appointed Secretary of 

the Navy, and later became the deputy secretary of defense to 

McNamara and Clark Clifford.109 A Democrat, Mr. Nltze did not 

survive the incoming Republican administration of 1966. 

Opposition arose immediately to Mr. Nitse*s appointment. Top 

Pentagon officials have said that they were relying heavily upon 

Nitse to restore ISA's importance. 10 It was reported that Mr. 

Kissinger was opposed to N Use's nomination. People wondered if 

Kissinger was apprehensive of the competition his role would now 

have In foreign affairs with a revitalized ISA. For Fir. Nitse is 

no ordinary appointee. He has held higher positions—and the same 

one. He alone survived the purge of the United States delegation 

after the initial SAIT111 agreement.112 He is presently working 

in the Defense Department as a special assistant to the Secretary 

of Defense for SALT II. Nitse knows the bureaucracy and defense 

policy making. His contacts are wide after a 30-year governmental 

career, one in which he has served in both Democrat, and Republican 

administrations. Mr. Nitse knows the patterns of decision-making 

and is himself a strong individual. It is not in Kissinger's 

Interest to see a stronp ISA that might challenge his control. 

Opposition also arose for a different reason from conservative 

Republican senators. It was the democrat Nitse who had helped McNamara 
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dismantle the military* s power during his tenor«. Senator Goldwater 

claims Nitse "came very close to destroying this country's military 

capability.*1^ What ISA had done was to place reins on the mili- 

tary advice given, and evaluated it thoroughly while becoming the 

spokesman for Defense on national security policy. Today it appears 

that Nitse was purposely chosen to reenhanee the image and prestige 

of ISA. He is accepting a position lower than his previous appoint- 

ment, and people question why. To many, it seems as if Dr. Schlesinger 

has decided to reinvigorate an office to counterbalance Kissinger 

in national security policy by placing at the head of it an indi- 

vidual who had done it before. At this time, the White House is 

sitting on the problem. It has not sent the name forward to the 

Armed Services Committee for consideration, although sources there 

all agree that Nitse would undoubtedly be approved.*1  Kissinger 

holds considerably clout in the White House, but the bigger reason 

for the delay may be the opposition of Goldwater. The Senator is 

becoming increasingly important in holding conservative support 

against impeachment. ISA is not as important to the Fresident. 

Politics of Information What seems significant in Nitse*s nomination, 

is the admitted effect that this one man could have upon decision 

making in security policy. What Nitse has, and which the others 

lacked, is established lines of communication from earlier days. 

Simply because of his stature he can obtain information he requires. 
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Power ia based on information, Roger Hilsman wrote» 

in Washington, the first to have a tidbit of information 
is the first to interpret its significance and is the 
first to be on the scene when discussion starts on what 
the policy implications of the information might be.1"5 

Information is required to make decisions, base judgements upon, 

and gain initiative. One official noted that the Services tended 

to cut ISA off from parts of the "traffien* and information they 

had in order to reduce ISA's effectiveness. But Nitse's person- 

ality gives him access to select information. 

As national security advisor, Dr. Kissinger headed the National 

Security Council and chaired six of its interagency committees. 

He alone is privy to the information that the President has. Power 

is based on information, and information as to how decisions are 

going is important. lö Because of his unique position Kissinger 

is the only man who legally can know all of this. This is the power 

which Kissinger uses to his benefit. State and Defense do not 

have access to the flows of information Kissinper demands—they 

just do not know exactly what information Kissinger has. Now that 

he is also Secretary of State (actually controlling the information 

of that Department) it is the Defense Department which cannot prepare 

the arguments against what Kissinger will ask. When a particular 

official or office asks a question about an issue, it becomes natural 

•"Traffic" is the term used for cables, and messages received 
from commands or embassies overseas, or other sources of informa- 
tion. 
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Interest«, end the privy information the asking party has. The 

C pattern an issue is taking in that office becomes evident in the 

questions asked. But Kissinger has access to all sources of 

§§ information, and no one is sure of exactly what he knows. There 

Pis no feedback from Kissinger, who holds his cards close to his 

chest. The Defense Department does not have a picture of where 

II a question that Kissinger asks fits in. They do not know how to 

answer Kissinger, because they do not know what he is aiming towards, 

If Information about what is occurring at Dr. Kissinger's level is 

Important to the Defense Department. The desire for knowledge 

facilitates certain irregularities, such as Yeoman Charles £. 0 
|f Radford and Admiral Welander's alleged "use" of Kissinger's personal 
i • 

documents, in order to obtain material. 
H || It is this information that the status and experience of Nitse 

„^ has contact with. This is what Kissinger would "fear", and why 

*• he would not want Nitse in a competitive position in the Defense 

f? Department. He is tough-minded, bureaucratically able to gather 
mm 

the data he needs, /ind "combine the experience gained as a policy- 

jL oriented senior State Department official with a strong grasp of 

11? weapons technology acquired in the Fen tar, cu."'  He would have 

been a formidable opponent. I 
I 
I 
I 

Role of ISA But no one can say that ISA is inconsequential. ISA 
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•till represents Defense fron the political point of Tie*. It is 

the job of the Joint Staff to let ISA make the Military's ease. 

£ They help convince the Secretary of Defense. If the Secretary 

is In agreement, it becomes his job to persuade the State Department. 

He does so by patting ISA in contact with them. ISA has the opera* 

tional arguments from the Services, but now it must muster the 

political, arguments against State. Difficulties arise, though, 

ft if ISA cannot be brought "onboard." The Service must make its case 

appear worthwhile to ISA officials to elicit their support. Nor 

■K does ISA "play dead" when State takes a policy move. For instance, 

"«T military general officers are curtailed from visiting certain 
it. 
me 

"more dictatorial" allied countries where troops nay be stationed. 

But it was just a matter of ISA notifying State of an Impending 

visit to have a flag officer travel to these certain country to 
.* e» 

«k visit troops. In one incident, an ambassador, through State, forbid 

-* any more visits because he felt that their arrivals were showing 

an implicit support of the military regime. Though State's 

perogatlve, ISA was successful in continuing such travels, although 

the officers were forbidden to have contact with officials of the 

country. 

But much of ISA's worth seams to be in implementing decisions. 

ISA is the same as before, but the personalities have changed. The 

Navy, for example, does not appear to be able to get ISA to commit 

theirselves on the desirability of homeporting11 In Greece. 
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On« official felt that ISA eitheri 

1. Does not want to look foolish if it decides wrong, 
or 

2. Perhaps they really disagree with the Navy's view, 
and could be presenting the Navy's case to the 
State Department in such a way that the Navy would 
lose. 

The Navy is forbidden to deal with State, but in such circumstances 

the incentive is strong. 

The two points, If true, show a lack of decisive, dynamic 

leadership within the ISA organisation. Issues depend upon people 

and emotions, and ISA is composed of military as well as civilian 

officers. Because of this. Service parochialism is another problem 

in forming ISA's policy positions. One senior official Interviewed 

said that Service parochialism was a problem, but not often, due 

to countervailing checks. The military men assigned to ISA are 

"watched like hawks by th« other services." Once an officer is 

peroeived acting in a biased, service-oriented way, he loses his 

effectiveness. His judgements are seen as the views of his Service, 

I and he is immediately "turned off." One point made was that ISA 
it* 

civilians themselves shared parochialisms for certain Services— 

«I, one wryly commenting upon his sympathy for the Army's common foot 

I soldier. 

Another official in ISA felt that some members on the ISA staff 

V were action officers for their services. A few come directly to 

ISA from duty in the plans and policy offices within the Services. 

• • 

*• 

I 
I 
I 
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They are immediately conscious of thsir Service's needs, and it is 

difficult for than to recognise broader interests in their new 

X position. An intangible, which several officials commented upon, 

was the fact that military men were presently in very prominent 

positions in ISA. Vice Admiral Ray Peet, Deputy Assistant Secre- 

W tary for Security Assistance, is serving as the Assistant Secre- 

tary of ISA while the position is vacant. It is hard not to act 

fi partial, particularly when an officer is wearing two hats. Another 

Important po*"" held by a military man is the Deputy Assistant 

§1 Secretary for Policy, Plans and NSC Affairs. This is the office 

*?» that has taken over responsibility for homepcrtlng within ISA. 
It 
fife The acting head is Major General Schoning, an Air Force officer, 

and the Air Force is not particularly happy about some of the 

operational details of homeporting, though they do concede some 
mm 
I ■■ «« necessity for it in United States strategy. One official wondered 

what effect these military men have upon the outcome of a policy. 

It is interesting to note how homeporting came under the 

7 auspices of Plans Policy, though it was not directly related to it. 

Larry Engelberger, now the rlpht hand man with Kissinger in State, 

was stronger that the assistant secretary of ISA when he headed 

Policy Plans. He simply drew home porting, along with the 1M0FR 

119 talks, to his otfice becanse of his demanding personality. 7   He 

had a Rear Admiral as his deputy, who was, In effect, the naval 

action officer on homeportlng. The office was strictly pro-navy. 

I 

I 
I 

I» 
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When both officials left, however, ftr. Hill, then assistant secretary 

for ISA, moved General Scheming up to be acting secretary. Home» 

porting has remained In Policy Plans, and when questioned why, one 

official spoke of its worldwide Impact, cutting across regional 

lines, Involving Japan and others, as wel3 as Greece. Policy Plans 

traditionally handles these large natters of policy, especially 

when there is a major functional part, this time by the Navy. But 

there is also a personnel reason a Policy Plans senior official 

said,—"Policy Plans is extremely effective." But perhaps the major 

reason homeporting remains in Policy Plans is because regional desks 

cannot take it back. They are too weak to control this issue within 

their office bureaucracy. A deputy assistant secretary commented 

that the power behind our SALT negotiations dropped out of ISA due 

to weakness, and would not have if Nltse were there. As one unit, 

lj ISA is too weak to maintain a prominent position within the structure 

^ of United States foreign policy making today. 

• ISA is an example of intra-and-lnteragency politics. There 

"T are conflicting relations not only with State, but within the Defense 

Department, and even ISA itself. ISA has a weak bureaucratic position, 

£, which is further weakened by the military today in foreign policy.120 

The action has moved elsewhere. 

I 
I 
I 
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11 **» "UT'irmfl ito Iftj-f^f—T civilian« 

The Joint Chief» of Staff Moat articles written now on the Pentagon 

te the increased role that the Joim. Chiefs of Staff (JCS) 

T| have been given in the national security process. During McNamara's 
h 

tenure he had made clear his suspicions of the military advice given 

1 I by the military and JCS. He established two powerful bureaucratic 

weapons to wrest away control of a divided Pentagon, "PPBS" (Planning, 

i * Programming and Budgeting System) and "SA" (Systems Analysis) were 

used by his "whit kids" to pillage the proposals of the JCS, subjecting 

them to factual and cost-effective scrutiny. It was several years 

before the military learned tha new ropes, and by then McNamara 

had command, practically ignoring the annual Joint Strategic Objec- 

tives Plan (JSOP), the strategic wisdom of the military.121 Sys- 

tems Analysis simply overruled the military and JCS if they felt 

their judgement was faulty. 

Appearance of Increased Military Role When Secretary Laird took 

over, he was committed to two primary goals in the Pentagon« (1) to 

Increase the military's participation in decision making, reducing 

the roles that of ISA and SAi (2) to Increase the Pentagon's liaison 

throughout the bureaucracy.1^ 

The role of the professional officer was first seen to increase 

by the created participation of the JCS in the National Security 
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Cornell (HSC) machinery. Military officers, were members of prac- 

tieally all committees and gd hoe groups within the NSC. To most 

observers the military looked as if it never had it so good. 

Altl.^ugh the Secretary of Defense sits on the NSC, with the Chair- 

man of the JCS only as an invited participant, the Chairman sits 

on all sub-groups and committees of the NSC as a co-equal member 

with the Deputy Secretary of Defense. Military men seem content 

with their role, seeing order and sense in the formal processes 

of the NSC, of which they are now active members. This outward 

* * formality of policy-making appears to have pleased the military. 

with the office of the JCS having seats on all groups and committees 

at the Deputy Secretary level. 

Within the Defense Department the military was thought to 

have been relegated to a position where ideas on policy are heard. 

Secretary Laird called It "participating management", a decentral- 

isation of the Defense Department, where all proposals are considered. 

Services were invited to take initiative in managing their own money 

and administration. But Vincent Davis has written that laird 

mm soon discovered his need for the office of Systems Analysis to 

«* evaluate the assortment of proposals given by the Services. ■* 

The office began a rejuvenation under Leonard Sullivan in late 1973* 

An officer working closely with Secretary Laird also commented 

f that neither Laird nor his key aids ever read the JSOF Volume lA^ 

An Assistant Secretary of Defense interviewed said that the JSOP 
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is "stupid", being so large that no on« reads then. Laird also 

found ways to force the Service» to spend their supposedly discre- 

JH tionary money in specified ways. One example is that 30 percent 

of their total obligational authority in Fiscal Year 197** was 

m already committed by the secretary.**** The Secretary was also 

involved in setting priorities for the military, accepting a cut 

** by a service in one area, but refusing the reciprocal rise of its 

Tf budget in another area. The practice of "participatory management" 
II 

seemed to go through the motions, having no essence. But officers 

11 seemed content in at least now being allowed to go through the motions. 

*• 

«• 
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Reality of Military Role Interviews and issues seened to show that 

the increased role of the military in security policy determination 

aw is more apparent than real. Centralisation of the Office of the 

Secretary of Defense did not decrease in reality. Lately, it has 

** even significantly increased under Secretary of Defense, Schlesinger. 

The military seems to have taken on the tools of the past administration, 

becoming experts in systems analysis and skilled in the operations 

of political bureaucracies. But th« centralisation of foreign policy 

has moved out of the Defense Department, and up to the high levels 

of the White House. Nixon and Kissinger were not so interested in 

the operational area of policy when they instituted the NSC process. 

Their concern was with policy direction, prompting Kissinger to say 

W sometime after he established the NSC proce'ss 
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Process itself is • boring subject. You can make awfully 
•tupld decisions with a brilliant process. The basic 
question the President has asked me to produce from the 
bureaucracy 1st where are ve going, and how do we get 
there? It is the question he keeps constantly before us.126 

Some officials feel that perhaps the JCS has lost its prominent 

die-hard role with detente. The White House and Laird have allowed 

m them a participating role within the decision-making process. But 

™* the services Just seem to accommodate themselves to security policy 

If guidelines given by Kissinger, just trying to be where the "action" 

is. They do not in reality seem to have much impact upon major 

|| policy decisions, but have become Important tools in implementing 

„ someone else's decision. The JCS does not seem to have developed 

** an office or the men capable of becoming a counterpoise to Kissinger's 

W: strategic policy thrusts* They are not prepared for the doctrinal 

thinking of Kissinger, much as they were once not prepared for the 

m management of McNamara. Kissinger has commentedt    "In my experience 

with the military, they are more likely to accept decisions they 

A do not like than any other group.•'■^ Part of the problem is Kissinger's 

9 system, but part of the blame lies upon the Joint Chiefs of Staff* 

One of the Assistant Secretaries of Defense 1 talked with had 

J b**n involved with McNamara when SA and ISA began their pre-empted 

reign. He felt that the JCS had hurt themselves by allowing ISA 

m to take the place of their Plans and Policy section, J-5. The JCS 

m could not agree upon essential issues, allowing ISA to become a 

virtual empire. But the problem today is that ISA is now a weak 
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bureaucratic empire, and so is the J-5. There Is an absence of strong 

military advice in the Pentagon concerning security policy. The 

K JCS* political influence has been substantially reduced. They were 

not asked by the administration to play a major part in protecting 

the Safeguard ABM before Congress. The decline in the prestige of 

the military during Vietnam has allowed the White House greater 

discretion in accepting or rejecting the advice of the Joint Chiefs 

$ of Staff. 

The Joint Staff as a staff has no real power. They work for 

Hk the men who run it-the Services. The Joint Staff does not make 

■» policyi but reflects what the Services want. They rely upon the 

services, which also provide the training, equipment and admini- 

J stration as well as the world strategy inputs for the Joint Staff 

to consider. Papers "color" their way up to the Chiefs in the 

gfl "tankH,12® until what critics call "log-rolling" has compromised 

each service's position until each service can come to an agreement. 

The JCS sometimes appears to be more of a legislative body than 

a planning one. Planning for strategy is done in the services, 

given the strategy input of the unified commanders. It is then 

coordinated in the JCS. It is not in the interest of the JCS to 

split, being politically bad to give the Secretary of Defense a 

choice among their differences. They i*;nt to control what the 

military's choice 1st however, often the only way they can do so 

is to muddle the different parochial plans of the services together 
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S to gain one agreed-upon position, When Kissinger earns in, ths JCS 

procedure had a hard tine to keep up. So Kissinger brought up the 

X staffing level of the NSC, no longer really asking the JCS to 

develop plans for, say, the withdrawal of one and a half divisions 

fron Korea. His staff would do much of the general planning, and 

HI then inquire about certain questions from the JCS. The JCS staff 

had to then answer the individual questions without an idea of the 

£ "big picture" and how they fit in. Several officials noted that 

J-3i current operations, was perhaps the only significant ans of 

ii the Joint Staff today, basic doctrinal shortcomings in political 

•wp content, due to the procedures of the JCS, have weakened the J-5 

to where a director in one geographical region of ISA has said they 

W are, to some extent, "kept out" of deliberations. 

The JCS is a very structured organisation. It must be because 

of the parochialisms of the services. But it most often produces 

the least common denominator from the service's inputs. They are 

responsible for advising their chief of staff on JCS matters» they 

form their particular service position on every issue. Within the 

navy there are officers who must become tank experts. The navy 

scrutinises each services* proposal to judge how it will affect not 

only United States strategy, but also its particular interests. 

It is mainly the JCS that the ISA office works for. Problems 

once arose in ISA's tendency to supplant the JCS' position with 

their own military advice. Today the problem is the relatively 
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I weak position of ISA. The ««vices do the homework on en issue, but 

it is the JCS which carries it to the Secretary of Defense. ISA 

I provides the political arguments to the Secretary and to the State 

Department. The JCS is dependent upon the ISA, but only a strong 

ISA will make the» work through their office. Most feel that the 

JCS' counsel is being heard and considered at the highest level 

in years. Military views are wanted, but the ISA office has declined 

M in ability and the JCS has remained much better at operations than 
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planning. In reality, it seems that the JCS' role in national 

security policy is not a large one, unless one considers the 

implementing stage. 

The Services 

The Services are advocates and expediators of security policy, 

not formulators. Their role is operational—to Implement the 

security decisions which have been made. But the services each 

M have a politico-military section to advise their chief of staff for 

JCS meetings, to remain aware of the political implications an 

action may create, and, perhaps most importantly, to be cognisant 

of the affect upon the operations and strategy of their service 

which a political development may cause. A return of a foreign 

■ base or island, the restriction of overflight rights, or the failure 

to renegotiate a base-rights treaty will specifically affect a 

service's operations. Each of the services has a slightly different 
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I structure for handling such natter*, but the procedure is auch the 

seme. The study will deal generally with all three services, and 

specifically with the navy. 

The navy is said to be a defense department in itself. In a 

sense, it seems true, being the only service with land, sea, and 

air tactics and strategies. In the absence of budget constraints, 

it is the OP-60 division (Strategic Plans Policy and Nuclear Systems 

W Division) which works for Admiral Zuwralt and with the Defense Depart- 

ment, especially ISA, and the OF-96 group (Systems Analysis Division) 

M which have the major Impact on the naval stance. The 96 group was 

__, first headed by Admiral Zumwalt when Nitse was the Secretary of the 

*■* Navy. Admiral Train is its present head. The 60 division is 

W included in the OP-06 Plans and Folicy department of the navy. 

It is a functional organisation, responsible for broad issues of 

Jl strategy. But some will argue whether this eomes from OP-60 or OP-96 

these days. Within OP-06 is the 61 division, responsible for 

• foreign affairs. Its duties overlap with OP-61 and OF-63 (security 

W assistance), but its work Is more refined, with political implica- 

tions within the defense regions. 

W Perhaps of all the services, the navy is the most independent. 

There is a sense of "don't work with us, tell ira and we'll do it, 

We always deliver.*&$   The array, and to a degree the air force, 

are more conclusive to unification between the services. Their 

roles and capabilities are not as many as the navy's. Duty for 

W naval personnel in the Joint Chiefs of Staff is not as highly 
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I desired as it is In the other services. But the Joint Staff has 

become a welcomed intermediary to the navy, as people are parti- 

cularly looking at it under Admiral Zumwalt. 

Once JCS strategic requirements are established, the services 

I must meet the commitments assigned to them. For instance, the navy 

may be assigned a certain nueber of aircraft aarriera it must have 

deployed and deployable in the Pacific Ocean at any one time. This 

decision has been made after a NSSM, with major JCS input, ha? gone 

through the NSC cycle. It may not meet what CINCPAC has established 

as its priorities, as the NSBM-^O combines the joint wisdom of State, 

Kissinger, and Defense. But once made, the navy must determine 

how it will meet the commitment assigned to it. Homeportlng may 

be deemed necessary by the navy in order to meet the commitment 

because of fiscal contraints and decreasing number of aircraft 

carriers available. This is determined by OP-61 (some say OP-96). 

Homeportlng necessarily involves foreign countries and political 

and military relations with them. It is the OP-61 division which 

is responsible for the politico-military problems which would arise 

out of such an issue as the navy attempts to meet its commitment. 

ji Homeportlng is a naval support function, not a strategic problem. 

The JCS has already decided the strategic outlay, and the navy is 

told to meet it, deciding for itself how. Nor is homeportlng a policy 

issue, until major political problems occur. It then becomes the 

responsibility of OP-61 to help resolve the political difficulties. 

II 
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Natter* such as homeportlng ara Interservloe functions in 

rapport of JCS requirements. Stata has no place In this, until tha 

navy's functioning to support this requirement involves matters 

State is responsible for. It becomes 0P-6l*s job then to "educate" 

the people in ISA («ho will deal with State for the navy) to its 

viewpoint .3-31 The service must find where the obstacles are to 

its proposed program-is it Policy and Planning in ISA or the regional 

desk? It is 0P-6l's job to "grease" these officials, accommodate 

them, drink coffee, all the while trying to convince them that the 

political issue must be decided in the navy's Interest. 

The people who can help on an issue are called "pressure points." 

The path that a proposal for homeport takes in decision-making 

starts with the acceptance of the idea by the Chief of Naval Opera- 

tions. He goes to the Secretary of the Navy who, accepting the 

proposal, approaches the Department of Defense's ISA. Included in 

the decision will be the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 

Installations and Logistics. The air force and army would be con- 

sulted if the operational details, such as housing, will Involve 

them. The Judge Advocate's Corps and the Public Affairs Office 

make recommendations, along with JCS approval of the proposal. This 

is all coordinated within ISA. The issue then goes to the Deputy 

Secretary before it is handed to the Secretary of Defense, where a 

memorandum advocating acceptance is sent to State. The man in the 

navy who maintains contact with the process of the Issue, and "prods" 

■MmmmmMBMMMBMlWK'lJ^ai^  «—■■ ■  r      mi mm 
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it along, 1« the Forward Deployment Coordinator In the office of 

the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Logistic». If he per- 

ceives a problem In one of these areas, he goes to the naval 

office responsible for that particular side of the issue. For 

political problems, it Is OP-61. 

Within the Defense Department, there are different levels at 

which the navy may contact ISA, depending upon the urgency and 

«eight of the matter, and upon how the navy feels It can solve a 

problem which arises. An issue may go from the head of an OP-61 

geographic branch to an ISA desk officer. Or the head of OP-60 

may contact the Chief of Naval Operations. He in turn will ask 

the Secretary of Defense to order his ISA office to follow through 

on the navy's problem. Or the head of OP-61 may contact the 

assistant secretary of ISA, who is presently a vice admiral serving 

as acting secretary» 

A service has "scoped"«things out well before these formal 

processes have been initiated. "Pressure points"—persons who 

can get things done—have been identified. There are certain ones 

which can be "pushed" more than others.^-32 it was pointed out 

earlier that the navy has little conpunction about going directly 

to State* The services are allowed to exchange words with State 

to inquire about some incident, but there is tc be no drafting of 

policies or messages. One admiral admitted th»t he found it necessary 

to bypass ISA. Another office Indirectly acknowledged that it goes 
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directly to State. On« branch of the office felt that fti was of 

absolutely no holp. Thay "called then up to do something, and 

they didn't even know what we were talking about."^33 

The problem which has arisen in the Services is that they 

have found it "difficult" to determine exactly what is a "sub- 

stantive matter". These are the issues which a service is for- 

bidden to discuss with State. The navy» acknowledged to be most 

proficient in the ways of bureaucracy, define it rather loosely. 

If the case it brings to ISA or another office is not accepted as 

the navy desires, the service will try other "pressure points". 

OP-61 is in a unique position. Not only must it represent 

the navy's side to ISA, but it must determine if ISA's or State's 

contrary views are more realistic. It is their job to look at the 

overall picture, and act as a liaison to the navy, from ISA (and 

State), if foreign policy considerations are acknowledged to pre- 

clude the navy from implementing some action. It is difficult for 

these officers to accept such a situation, knowing that it is 

defeating a naval proposal. It appeared that the officers I met 

in this office were attuned to the world-wide politics that mili- 

tary considerations create. But while other officers in the service 

did not seem so aware of political problems, it recognized that it 

was not their job to take them into account in their positions. 

The Department of State 

Kost officials interviewed within the Department of Defense 
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characterised the State Department as a lethargic, slow, hard-to- 

vork-wlth organisation. Political considerations are not so black 

and white as the security function Defense is performing. State 

is also auch »ore conscious of Congressional reaction to an issue 

H tA*n the military is. It becomes more difficult to obtain State 

approval for homeporting a ship in a country which have a military 

government when Congress inquires about the appropriateness of 

tying ourselves so closely with a dictatorship. It can become 

frustrating to deal with such slow machinery, but the State Depart- 

ment is the agency charged with the responsibility of foreign policy. 

B 
B 
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The Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs 

It is difficult to exactly determine the present role of the 

Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs in security policy making today. 

Officials interviewed felt that there had to be an office such as 

PM in the State Department. They develop the expertise to evaluate 

Defense's proposals, to supervise the military programs (1.4. KAP) 

which State is responsible for, and to give State an independent 

W military input into its security policy deliberations. Many of the 

officials in PM are military officers. 

It appears that PM was a rising power In policy-making during 

its first years since 1969. At least 80 percent of the interdepart- 

mental study assignments by the NSC through October, 1971 included 

I contributions from PM.1^ But PM had its problems. When the White 
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House became convinced that the SALT outcomes were weak, the blame 
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had to be plaead on someone. It fall upon tha Arms Control and 

Dlaaraament Aganey (ACDA) along with FM. Thay both were restaffed. 

ISA generally becomes involved with tha desk offioar or geo- 

graphic-directorate of a country In tha raglonal bureaus In State, 

but doaa on certain (and frequent) occasions deal with FM. Many of 

tha issues involve technicalities—ship clearances, port clearances, 

types of aircraft to base in a country. But some evolve into major 

issues, such aa homeporting. Hi then becomes responsible for 

coordinating these functional matters within State. Officials within 

U ISA view FM as "growing stronger",1^ bsing talented, but politically 

a ambitious. They view FM as an "octopus", gathering issues to 

itself with countless "arms". But thay admit that FM has the 

f| capability to do so. There is an intense jealousy-, growing between 

the regional affairs offices within the regional bureaus as FM 

11 continues to become involved in matters that were once strictly 

their responsibility in their region.^36 

■• This view is supported in State. A regional office characterises 

WS FM more along the lines of the Department of Defense. They are 

hard-working, rushing to meet deadlines, staying late—FM*s extent 

IE in doing this is absent in the rest of the State Department, at 
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least until Kissinger arrived.   One official felt the rest of 

the State Department was asleep to the extent of FM*s growth. When 

things needed to be done fast, people were going to FM. At the 

time, FM is interested in doing it for them. He saw FM as an 

: ^. -^tf ^waftftiafcw 
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"«■o*»"—growing steadily by dividing itself—and logically so. 

Issues in one region are increasingly becoming important in their 

effect upon another part of the world. Programs or military functions 

are not privy to any one regional area. Security assistance is world- 

wide, and homeportlng involves such diverse countries as Japan 

and Greece. FM has been steadily garnishing responsibility for such 

issues, and expanding to encompass them. At first PM, when created 

In September, 1969, was just creating jobs. Now they are seen as 

a bureau which readily takes over on a matter which another office 

is delinquent in. Seeing something which needs action, they "jump 

m on it".^-™ This is in contrast to other State personnel where it 

demands their attention. It has become increasingly evident that 

W PM provides much of the leadership and staff work in State matters, 

often doing things ad hoc. 

2 In interviews held later in the year, an increasingly different 

picture of PM emerged. It is hard to determine if this was dt* 

■■ to Kissinger'? arrival, or a different set of officials interviewed. 

W An official in ISA said that PM was no longer as "hot as it used 

119 to be". '  They just did not know where the trouble areas were. 

JK This view was endorsed by several officers in the Plans and Policy 

department of the navy. They mentioned that PM was not even aware 

of what they were talking about on one issue. At other times, PM 

was completely useless to them, serving only as a "telephone directory1* 
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to contact someone in State who did know about the matter.1**0 There 

was a general feeling that State was not utilising their FM people, 

if allowing them to become "sleeping dogs", doing nothing.   There 

was a general consensus that FM was just not "cut in" on substantive 

U issues. 

|-| If it is not just a peculiarity of the specific geographic 

or functional areas these officials work in, and accepting that 

II FM was increasing its strength, the change may be due to the arrival 

of Dr. Kissinger as Secretary of State. Henry Kissinger works 

much the same in State as he did when he was only the national security 

adviser to the President. Much of the action in State is central- 

ised In his office. He gathers the information in from his various 

bureaus, but there is not as much feedback. FM's problem is 

compounded. A senior official in the Department of Defense commented 

that FM was not strong because Seymour Weiss, the Director of Ph, 

was not a Kissinger man, having a difference of views.   In late 

April of this year, Kissinger fired Mr. Weiss. It will be signi- 

ficant to see how Mr. Kissinger intends to utilise this bureau 

now in formulating foreign policy. 

FM Is confident of their military expertise, and now cautious 

about it. They were much more hesitant to agree with Phase II of 

homeportlng in Greece, after having been embarrassed by the Congress 

lUl 
for their lack of a role in Fhase I, J   Their problem is that they 

would become identified with Defense's position if acquiesence to 
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m a proposal is given without thorough review. There is still some 

suspicion of the military officers serving in EK. An officer in 

M the Defense Department said that one officer in Fh had been placed 

there specifically to "keep an •ye" on his service's interest.1^ 

I It is difficult to visualize any officer within F*i jeopordising his 

m position or the confidence placed in him by intentionally acting 

W with any sort of parochial motive. It is hard for an officer to 

ft shed the point of view he has been in contact with throughout his 

career. But if he does not, he loses all effectiveness in his job. 

§f What State, especially FM, likes to do is to establish and 

«r« develop Service contacts. Although they cannot deal with anyone 

but ISA, it is convenient to have officers within FM who have 

officer colleagues working in Defense. It serves to multiply 

sources of information, and facilitate getting to the origin of 

JH data. It, too, is a form of •»end-running", as PM's only Defense 

_ authorised point of contact is ISA. 

■* One contention of the services with FM (who spearheads the 

HI action) is that it is State's prime offender in becoming involved 

in operations. Although they should be concerned about their 

m nature and scope, unilateral actions to end military operations 

{through the ambassador have denied the Defense Department their 

propv role. In such areas, coordination between the agencies 

V needs to be developed. 
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Policy and Planning Staff On» last problem will be the emerging 

role of FM and the Policy and Planning Staff. Policy Plans has 

the new head of Winston Lord, a close Kissinger associate. It 

was mentioned that Policy Plans will most probably play an increasing 

role within State on medium to long-range Issues involving military 

affairs. PM is the Bureau most responsible for the day-to-day co- 

ordination of these matters. How PM and Policy Flans now effect 

their respective roles, may form a prominent relationship for 

State to deal with Defense. Again, it much depends upon how 

Kissinger now plans on using their respective bureaus. 

I Geographical Bureaus 

The geographical bureaus have the various country officers, 
I I 
4i experts on the totality of our relationships -ith these nations. 

ft As the core of the Department of State their pwsr nas gone into 
II 

an eclipse along with the Secretary's of State. Ihese bureaus have 

|f all too often been reactive, rather than initiative, in the NSC 

foru.ii. Kissinger once wrote, "Bureaucracy considers originality 

J§§ unsafe." Some feel that Secretary Rogers was chosen by Fresldent 

§ Nixon to prevent the State Department's self-asserting bureaucracy 

1U<5 from fouling his plans. J   These geographic bureaus seem to have 

played a mundane role in policy-making. They continued to supply 

their information and expert advice, but when major policy initiatives 

were undertaken, they never started with their offices. They seem 
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to approach an issue fron an operational or tactical point of view. 

Little c<«.dieration is given to a strategic, conceptual approach, 

relying upon older views to mold their responses by« What they 

lack is the ability to present innovative, long range alternatives 

An obvious exception to this was the Middle East shop under Assis- 

tant Secretary Joseph J. Sisco. Having the complete confidence 

of Kissinger, his Bureau alone was allowed the autonomy from strict 

KSC procedures. But he had, besides Kissinger*s trust, the ability 

to work effectively, long range and short range, on the Middle 

East controversy. 

But the offices which the Defense Department most often must 

deal with for settling an issue is the regional bureau. EH is the 

chief liaison, but it is the regional bureau who is responsible for 

what will happen in his specific area. Personalities play t major 

part in this relationship. Officials interviewed will often 

comment upon the facility with which he can work with one country 

officer, and yet be entirely frustrated with another. One official 

ir. ISA explained his relationships with a certain regional bureau. 

He mentioned several officials he considered "bad". One had too 

parochial a point of view for the country he was responsible for. 

Another official he just pictured as hard to work with. He then 

mentioned the men he dealt with effectively, all characterised as 

strong men. What becomes Important is the recognition that these 

146 
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^ offices are only as effective a« the me» in then. Their job will 

• always be present—to supervise the day to day policy with a foreign 

5 land, interpreting situations and making judgements on how to deal 

with them. But their effect will demand a driving personality to 

M have them regain a preeminent position in deciding new policy, and 

changing old. When Dr. Schlesinger was asked if foreign policy 

considerations are adequately represented in the development of 

jg the national security policy, he answered, "No, Sir, they are not. 

They have not been In my judgement."1? He mentioned that after 

H SALT I, Japan raised the question whether the number of missiles 

the United States agreed to would be enough for her nuclear 

li umbrella to be credible. Others have pointed out the lack of an 

|f East Asian expert on the NSC staff at the tine of the China Trip 

of President Nixon was decided. Both are areas for which the 

ti assistant secretaries of state should be responsible for and 
I 

Involved in. A major problem has been Kissinger's type of diplo- 

m macy, and the centralisation of foreign policy at the White House, 

p? vice the State Department. 
m 

The regional affairs offices within the regional bureaus seem 

jf to be having less of a say in political-military situations. PM 

has increasingly taken over their responsibilities, being better 

6 equipped for it. A regional officer mentioned how one deputy 

assistant secretary disregarded the regional affairs office, acting 

much like an action officer. The secretary went straight to the 

.M ■"■i'qjnw 
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country offless, bypassing the coordinating function of the regional 

affairs office. 

S Having their troubles in maintaining the control of foreign 

policy in the State Department, the geographical bureaus should 

jg increasingly look towards a different participation as Dr. Kissinger 

^ begins to institutionalise foreign policy. The assistant secretaries 

™" are now responsible not only for making recommendations, but for 

U| presenting the alternatives rejected. When Dr. Kissinger took over 

the State Department he asked for all the options on a policy to 

M be forwarded to him, stressing that offices and officials were not 

to be lined up on any one position before an issue would be sent 

■* to him. Addressing the State Department employees for the first 

Mtime, he said, "In thinking about policy it is not necessary to 

make those compromises as the papers are being written."J^v It will 

be seen If centralisation of decision-making in the Secretary of 

State will actively involve the Bureaus, or reduce them to a sort 

of staff for the Secretary's use. 

The National Security Council Structure 

Presidents have differed in how they have used the National 

Security Council, rtr, Nixon wanted a system which would be effi- 

cient and effective, treating issues systematically, concerning 

itself with planning, producing alternatives, examination of all 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

149 proposals, and the effective implementation of the final decision. 
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The duties of the NSC arei 

(1) ...to assess and appraise the objectives, comrait- 
ments, and risks ->f the United Stntea in relation to 
our actual and potential military power, in the Interest 
of national security. 

(2) ...to consider policies on natters of common 
interest to the departments.and agencies of the Govern- 
ment concerned with the national security, and to make 
recommendations to the President in connection there- 
with,1^ 

Mr. Nixon desired to establish a system which would give air 

to all the views of agencies concerned on a matter. He wanted 

distinct options, with their pros and eons, presented to him, not 

compromised agreements. TM« «ras to be done after intense inter- 

agency study, encompassing long-range considerations and impli- 

cations. 

The National Security Council This is the highest body of the sys- 

tem. It is composed of the President, Vice President, the Secretary 

of State, the Secretary of Defense, and the Director of Emergency 

Preparedness. The Chairman of the JCS, the Director of Central 

Intelligence, the adviser for national security affairs, the Secre- 

tary of the Treasury, and others, when appropriate, are invited to 

participate. 

N3C Staff The NSC staff is headed by Mr. Kissinger. He has about 

30 people under him. There h*s been a constant turnover of hese 

personnel since 1969. It appears that Kissinger's high-handed 

fcittHr ,., 
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policy making has left these officials without this support they 

needed to speak in his name. Top quality men left, unable to 

continue without the effectiveness which they could have being 

able to speak in Kissinger's naiie,1^ hany are now career offi- 

cials, owing allegiance to first an agency, then to the White 

House, 

The Staff is designed for both operations and planning. 

Operations is responsible for regional and functional issues, 

seeing that papers prepared have the proper options and alterna- 

tives, maintaining contact with all relevant agencies, and sitting 

152 
in on interdepartmental groups. ^~   The planning sU...' looks ahead 

to anticipate problems, provide planning guidance, examine policy 

papers and work closely with the operations staff to ensure options 

are spelled out and agencies are participating. " 

Whfct is unique about the NSC staff is that it is the only 

part of the NSC structure which cuts across agency lines to obtain 

a total government view. It can obtain the attention of both the 

President, through Mr. Kissinger, and of the government agencies.*y* 

Agencies came to it rather than the staff having to seek out the 

agencies. 

Interdepartmental Groups (IGs) These groups are the core of the 

NSC system. They produce the majority of the studies. There are 

five regional groups each chaired by an Assistant Secretary of State. 
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The regions correspond to the geographical area for which each assis- 

tant secretary is responsible for. A sixth group is the Inter- 

departmental Political Military Group, chaired by the Director of 

the Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs. On each committee there 

is a representative from the Office of the Secretary of Defense, 

JCS, CIA, the NSC staff, and other agencies at the discretion of 

the chairman. These committees have three main functions: (1) to 

prepare policy papers, (2) to resolve problems of an interagency 

nature that are at the assistant secretary level, and (3) to 

initiate contingency plans if a crisis should occur. **   These groups 

submit policy papers, the NSSKs, directly to the NSC Senior Review 

Group. 

Senior Committees The Senior Review Group is one of six committees 

established at the Deputy Secretary level. All but the Under Secre- 

taries Committee Is chaired by Mr, Kissinger as the security assis- 

tant to the President. Their membership is basically the same; besides 

Mr. Kissinger there is the deputy secretaries of State and Defense, 

the director of Central Intelligence, and the Chairman of the JCS. 

The Senior Review Group determines what issues will go  to the Presi- 

dent or the NSC, reviewing the issues to ensure that the study 

has included all the viable options and alternatives of each of 

the agencies, returning the study if necessary. 

The second policy group, the Defense Program Review Committee 
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analyse« the Defense budget. The Verification Panel Is responsible 

for the technical analysis of the arms control Issues. The NSC 

Intelligence Committee advises the President on the intelligence 

input».156 

The Undersecretaries Committee is concerned with the imple- 

mentation of NSC decisions, setting forth programs and recommenda- 

tions to ensure the execution of the decisions. The Washington 

Special Actions Group (WSAG) is the Senior Keview Group during a 

crisis. It is really outside the formal NSC processes, concentrating 

on crisis management rather than policy considerations, " 

A MSSM indicates Presidential approval for particular study 

to be undertaken. Such a NSC study can only be initiated by the 

President, ensuring that no agency can force an issue against the 

President's will. The NSC staff establishes the NSSM's require- 

ments» assigning it to the. appropriate Interdepartmental Group. 

This Group is responsible for gathering and presenting all the 

alternatives and options, along with their implications, back to 

the NSC staff which forwards it to the Senior Review Group for 

review. Depending uoon the weight and importance of the issue, 

this Group will send it to the President for a decision or the 

NSC for consideration, once It has determined that the study has 

met the objectives specified for it. In the NSC, the alternatives 

are presented, discussion follows as the options are explored. 

The President, after asking a few questions, will withdraw and after 
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tone reflection make * decision in the form of a NSDH. It is while 

the President is alone that hr. Kissinger's influence is the greatest, 

as he present«.- the cover-page for the study to him, written by his 

staff. He alone is the personal adviser to the President at this 

I moment. 

What the system provides Fresident Nixon is control of the 

■ NSC system, the presentations of clear choices, not log-rolled 

compromises, and the consideration of long-tern factors in the 

Immediate decisions.*58 Host importantly for security policy, 
m 

The system provides a structure for integrating the threat 
and use of force vith the practice of diplomacy, one of 
the basic tenets of the Kissinger method. Indeed, foreign 
policy has now become indistinguishable from national 

* security affairs.!59 

When the renovated NSC structure was announced in 1969, the 

President said that the Secretary of State would be his principal 

foreign policy adviser and be responsible for the execution of 

foreign policy, supervising and coordinating all interdepartmental 

«* activities of the United States overseas.-*-"0 The Department of 

f** State chairs the six Interdepartmental Groups, and is represented 

Ml 
on all Senior Group committees. 

J The Office of the Secretary of Defense is represented on all 

Interdepartmental and Senior Groups. ISA is the center for NSC 

matters, furnishing the staff support for the Secretary and Deputy 

161 
Secretary, while Systems Analysis does so for technical matters. 
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The JCS, while only an invited participant on the National 

Security Council, has co-equal representation with the Deputy 

Secretary on all sub-groups of the system. Secretary Laird 

directed that the «JCS could communicate with the White House on 

M NSC matters only through his office to forestall any problems.■*■"* 

J-5 is responsible for coordinating JCS participation, with the 

J-5 Regional Division Chiefs of the JCS sit on the Interdepart- 

mental Groups. 

I 

The Key Men The men who have been the key to the NSC system have 

been Nixon and Kissinger. They are portrayed as extremely confi- 

dent foreign policy actors, both possessing a preference for secrecy. 

They tend to loathe the cumbersome bureaucracies charged with 

carrying out policy, preferring to centralise their management at 

the very top as they participate in a very high degree of person- 

alised diplomacy. Each man wants the options presented to him for 

a decision, remaining distrustful of the work of bureaucracy below 

them. What they wanted was the presentation of clear, specific 

options, incorporating long-range ramifications so that they 

could determine the path of policy. A small, but highly effective 

and expert sta-f is of prime importance to these men to evaluate, 

demand, produce, and direct the papers containing the alternatives 

upon which decisions could then be made by the two principals. 

¥ Kissinger entered the security policy-making process as a 

I 

I 
I 
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towering intellect. He had dealt with national security in his 

writings in the academic field. He had the ability to perceive 

and understand the issuei.» which he immediately encountered when 

he accepted his job. This is in contrast to the relative unfa- 

miliarity of Mr. Rostov, his predecessor, with the bureaucracies 

and affairs of national security policy. From the beginning, 

Kissinger was prepared for his role. 

What he encouraged during the NSC process *:as for agencies 

to argue each other's position, identifying alternatives and 

implications, vice reaching common agreements. He placed the 

NSC staff in a position of the devil's advocate, injecting ques- 

tions, listening to answers, and taking in the entire procedure. 

They were there to be persuaded, not to persuade. What Mr. Kissinger 

wanted was the clear expression of all problems and options 

thought to be present in an issue. He was not determined to win 

the agencies to his side, but would rather come out later with 

a decision (NSDM) explaining little, but expectine implementation. 

Adversary confrontations between agencies were to provide 

chances for further insight into a matter by the NSC staff. They 

then used this insipht along with information obtained from any 

outside contact, to prepare a cover memorandum for Kissinger's 

signature, which was to accompany the completed study into the 

President. Difficult to assess is this invisible side of the NSC 

process. Little is known about what each cover memorandum contains, 
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and less »bout the personal discussions between the President and 

Mr. Kissinger before the final decision is announced. But it is 

ft Kissinger alone who finally approves the cover memorandum, summar- 

ising points of views and options, and it is Kissinger who finally 

appears to have the last word or recommendation with the President 

before the decision. 

It becomes obvious that the NSC staff, under Kissinger, 

enjoyed relative latitude in controlling the staffing process. 

It was they who formulated the study requirements and questions 

under Kissinger, decided the Group to forward the study to, and 

generally constructed the guidelines of each study. It then becomes 

one man's duty, Kr. Kissinger, to summarise and evaluate the 

proposals given to him for advice to the.President. 

The State and Defense Departments were both afforded apparently, 

It high roles in the new NSC structure. The State Department chaired 

the six Interdepartmental Groups, and the Under Secretary chaired 

the Undersecretaries Committee. However, the assistant secretaries 

were expected to act within the NSC structure, not without. Their 

responsibility was to the NSC, not to their Secretary as they 

performed their NSC functions. At the same time, the Undersecre- 

taries Committee, though at first briefly playing a highly affirmative 

role due to the mutual respect between Under Secretary Elliot Richard- 

son and Henry Kissinger, and Richardson's amazing bureaucratic skills 
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W and technical expertise, continued to lose the importance it had 

never actually attained. Defense participation was in reality at 

S a lew point. The military's prestige was tarnished as the Vietnam 

War drew to a close. Defense Secretary laird looked upon the NSC 

I 161 
• with some indifference, feeling that its paperwork was unnecessary. ' 

HI And as detente grew, the die-hard views of the JCS were continually 

ignored. Several officials interviewed commented that J><ey felt 

It the reason that the B-l bomber was given to the Air Force was to 

keep them from "interfering'1 with the SALT talks.161*' 

»I When Nixon took Presidential control of foreign policy, he 

eraphasieed planning over operations, saying 1 "In central areas 

of policy, we have arranged our procedure of policy-making so as 

to address the broader questions of long-term objectives first; we 

define our purposes, and then address the specific operational 

all issues."*"* While concentrating on decision-making and policy 

*"? initiatives, Kissinger and foixon neglected the role of implementa- 

tion. It was only later that Kissinger realized that for policy 

to be effected, a policy-maker must become involved in the bureau- 

cratic intrigues, ensuring that the policy is followed according 

ale to the proper objectives and guidelines. Kissinger said in July, 

1970s 

"...the outsider believes a Presidential order is con- 
sistently followed out. Nonesense. I have to spend 
considerable time 3eeing that it is carried out and 
in the spirit the President intended."166 
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But the Job is too auch for on« man supported by a small White 

House staff. To manage foreign policy, Kissinger needed a staff 

C responsive to his demands, not only for deciding policy, but for 

ensuring its acceptance within the bureaucracies. He needed men 

at critical positions within the government, capable of being dealt 

the authority to move policy his way. A major reason that Mr, 

Kissinger may have become Secretary of State, is that he found 

■ it unpleasantly necessary to become personally involved in the 

bureaucracy to ensure execution of his decisions. Officials 

directly responsible to him were also the ones charged with super- 

vising policy, It appears that Kissinger realised the affect 

Implementation has on policy, becoming intimately involved 

himself. 

But with Kissinger moving to State there is a feeling that 

the general orientation of the NSC structure will ohange. Dr. 

Sehlesinger commented that, "The structure has pot to ohange as 

authority changes.N^ With Kissinger's departure from being 

solely the national security adviser, Schir' >tr predicted that 

several committees NmustN fall into decay, no longer being the 

focus of Kissinger's energy. A senior ISA official Interviewed 

saw the NSC staff as having much less influence today, especially 

as Kissinger and Sehlesinger have begun to aot between themselves 

to solve matters. He characterised the staff as "scratching to 

keep in" the workings of policy. And no longer does ISA and other» 
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respond without hesitation to the NSC staff's demands that they be 

consulted.100 Units and bureaus are acutely aware that there is 

a new center of power in Washington. 

Deputy Assistant Secretary for East Asia and Facifie Affairs 

■ in ISA, Dennis J. Doolin, commented upon how his office worked 

-r in the NSC structurei 

For the less operations or operational problems that we 
—. have in Asia we do tend to use the formal structure 

fairly religiously. But I must say that in the parti- 
** cular case r£  our area there (classified), one item that 

we attempt to avoid is step two, sending the completed 
study to the NSC staff, because it has a tendency to 

«§ be—well, it is just subject to each individual's own 
preference and opinion of course. ° 

«a***» 

■£fa Hr. Doolin's remarks show a hesitancy to use the NSC system 

«p. in important matters. He continues his comments by remarking 

** that« 

One of the most dangerous things you can have is author- 
M ity without accountability. I think that one of the 

things that concerns me in the Washington context is that 
-m too much power is concentrated with the National Security 
£ Council staff and they are not—they can not be called 

to task by the legislative branch of the government.1?° 

State and Defense Changes 

The State Department has changed with Kissinger as its head. 

State is much more active these days, though it may be reacting 

from fear. Kissinger has inspired people to look more closely at 

their work. Questions are being asked, and initiatives taken. 

The ambassadors are sendinp inquiry after inquiry to the State 

Department, letting Henry know that they are busy. Where the State 
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Department has been scared to make waves, Kissinger has not.1?1 

The regions and desks are talking with each other more, but not 

as much as the seventh floor and first six floors should be 

talking with each other. What has happened is a fragmentation 

of the State Department. The seventh floor is operating in a 

vacuum.1^ State has centralised much moro around Kissinger's 

office sinoe he took over. Decisions are being made without 

informing the lover level people, and although there are 

appearances of a rejuvenated State, many officials are beginning 

II» 
I *« to feel that they are spinning their wheels. 

Trying to get a single position out of State to präsent the 

Defense Department has been next to impossible. But it has 

increasingly become unified under Kissinger. Defense on the other 

hand, makes a concerted effort to obtain one position before 

4* going to State. It becomes Important in their interagency nego- 

tiations. But more and more there is the appearance that the 

"little men" on the bottom six floors of the State Department—and 

their counterparts in Defense—are merely Implementing decisions 

made at the higher levels.-^ The bureaus seem more in an effort 

^ to catch up, rather than planning ahead. ' 

I It has been mentioned that State has had the tendency to 

become Involved in areas of operations. A danger of Kissinger acting 

T alone as one man is that it is possible for commitments to be 

made which exceed our resources. Kissinger does not take time for 

I 
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the small details fro« the Defense point of view. They agree that 

conceptually, Kissinger has a great deal of knowledge, but not of 

the "nuts and bolts" of defense. There have been incidents where 

commitments or promises of equipment has been made, but Defense 

did not have it to meet the promise. It shows insufficient coor- 

175 dination, endangering our policy by not being able to carry it out. 'J 

Kissinger holds his cards close and comes up with innovative 

decisionsi however, it becomes difficult for Defense to implement 

his decisions if they are not consulted during their formulation. 

For instance, Kissinger once promised a country certain military 

assistance articles. He had not concerned himself with their 

availability or the legality of transferring the material, failing 

to consult the ones responsible for the hardware. It was too late 

when it was discovered that the articles could not be delivered 
«TM 

A* since they were not exeess, legal, or available.'*-'" In theory, the 

Tf Defense Department is charged with carrying out the impl«mentation 

of defense policy. But consideration must be given to their defense 

requirements and conditions prior to any decision for an effective 

policy to be determined. 

The Defense Department has also become highly centralized at 

the top, most recently under Dr. Schlesinger. He is a Harvard Ph. D., 

a professional military analyst before heading the Atomic Energy 

177 1177 Commission and Central intelligence Agency.    It is thought to 

be Dr. Schlesinger, while at the Office of Management and Budget (OME) 
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as the key «an on defense, who finally convinced Admiral Zumwalt 

to initiate a major new shipbuilding program.^8 He is highly 

|| respected, an expert on military affairs who considers himself 

the equal of Dr. Kissinger. He has been strengthening the mili- 

II ®* tary's hand (through his office) in security policy. He has 

]| been helped by the image created of the United States military 
i I 179 helping the "good guyw (Israel) in the recent Middle East war. 7 

f ■* 

] The United States domestic plights have also shifted attention 

r., elsewhere, especially as the draft and Vietnam ended. 
I | 
* * Dr. Schlesinger is considers! more of a hard-liner than Kissinger, 

one Assistant Secretary of Defense picturing him as reducing the 

complex to the simple. Another official in State acknowledges 

a sort of wariness of him, feeling that he sees things as evther 

black or white, seldom gray. The Secretary of Defense b.*s pointed 

i « out that his department does not make foreign policy, but that the 

military impact just influences the generation of it, and its 

application. He cited three roles of the Department of Defense in 

foreign policy: 

(1) Adaptive-the military provides the force behind foreign 
policy, so that observations by United States political 

•* leaders are not taken as lacking relevance on the world 
political scene. In providing the force, the Department 

*•" of Defense should be responsive to political leaders. 

(2) Affirmative-In order to exercise forcn if necessary, 
the military must be in position, necessitating a foreign 
base structure, and the aid of foreign governments. 
This provides subsidiary objectives that may themselves 
influence other objectives, and 
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(3) Positive-The use of the instruments at hand to achieve 
a political objective.180 

The sere placing of the military in a position where it is to 

serve as an instrument of policy, forces the Department of Defense 

to make recommendations which act upon and transform policy. It 

points up the inherent weakness of State. The Department has no 

resources, and thus there is a great tendency when in trouble to 

lean on Defense and their resources for aid. Dr. Schlesinger is 

forceful and forthright with his views—and public. He upset the 

State Department several months ago with his comment that he would 

recommend bombing Indochina if an invasion from the north was 

undertaken. In nuclear policy, his and Henry Kissinger's views 

differ to some extent. Henry is scared that too much of an increasing 

American advance in nuclear technology will scare the Soviets 

away from detente, while Schlesinger presses for America to concern 

181 
herself with preventing a Soviet nuclear advantage.   Neither 

m*w has different objectives, but differ significantly in their 

approach to the nuclear problem. Dr. Schlesinger supports a defense 

budget calling for major appropriations for nuclear developments, 

while Secretary of State, Kissinger does not believe that any 

meaningful arms reduction negotiations can take place under an 

increasing American advantage in the nuclear field. A split hau 

apparently come between the two sides, causing Mr. Ni>on to report- 

edly lecture on the need for negotiated arms reductions and the 

futility of the arms race, at Na rational security council-type" 

182 
meeting/0* 
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Dr. Schleslnger has said, 

"While we look at these structures (State, Defense, NSC), 
we aust recognise that we are dealing with senior 
personalities, and that the structures will be adopted 
to the personal styles of whoever is involved." 

Kissinger and Sehlesinger have a unique relationship. Often 

said to be a bad one by the press, all senior officials who were 

interviewed said that it is,,in reality, quite good, despite some 

differences. The two Secretaries eat breakfast and lunches 

together throughout the week. More importantly, their styles of 

policy-making are closely similar. Both have centralised decision« 

Baking in their respective Departments through their office. 

Decisions which were made before at the assistant secretary level 

are being decided between these two men. Problems which arise are 

continually being handle^ by the Secretaries themselves. Crce a 

Department of Defanse position is determined, it is often Schleslnger, 

talking directly with Kissinger, who will resolve the affair. And 

Schleslnger is determined to play his part in formulating national 

security policy. He /as said that since there are several objectives 

of American policy, and they must be coordinated through a mechanism 

of coordination, he is "usually loathe to refer to the primacy of 

the State Department. "1*** He felt that it is "a frequent occurrence" 

that military input is lacking in a situation, especially from the 

JCS,10' He deplores the tenancy of the diplomats to wait until 

a decision is forced upon them, as they attempt to keep their options 
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open. He feels they »hould "fish or cut belt."186 

The Kissinger-Schlesinger relationship has cut down on the 

amount of interegency paperwork, due to their personal discussions. 

State, especially, is loathe to send Kissinger huge staffing papers, 

preferring to talk with him. However, the danger is that a deci- 

sion nay be made by the two principals without informing the system. 

Though cumbersome, the bureaucracies are often privy to information 

significant to a decision. Knowing something which th« two Secre- 

taries failed to perceive, the responsible bureaus may delay and 

hesitate to implement a decision. They need to be included in 

decision-making even when the major State-Defense relationship is 

the direct consultation of the two secretaries. 

Case Study 

In late 1972, it was determined to undertake a reexamination 

of the Korean Force Modernisation Plan. This program totaled 

$1.5 billion for security assistance to supply South Korea for the 

modernisation of her armed forces. The following is a case study 

of the decision-making process, determined entirely from inter- 

views. 

An interagency group was appointed by the Under Secretaries 

Committee to study the reexamination of the Korean Force Modern- 

isation Plan. The group was chaired by Mr. Sneider, Deputy Assis- 

tant Secretary of East Asia and Pacific Affairs in the State 
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i&. Department. Representatives from the following Agencies were on 

this Steering Groups 

§j Offioe of Management and Budget ((MB) 
National Security Council Staff (NSC) 

„_ Joint Chief« of Staff (JCS) 
|| Defense Security Assistance Agency (DSAA) 
•* International beeurity Affairs (ISA) 

-Regional office 
T* -Korean Desk 
iI -Security assistance (Security of Defense) (ISA/SA) 

Bureau of Politico-Military Affairs (PM) 
r? East Asia regional office in State (SA/RA) 

Korean desk in State (EA/K) 
Under Secretary for Security Assistance 

_, AnM Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) 

The Department of Defense was responsible for the military 

position of the study—called the Korean Force Requirements Study 

(KFRS). However, State and the NSC were also involved in it. 

Colonel Wieland represented the State Department (an exchange 

officer in FK/PA, Planning and Analysis for International Security 

* * Assistance), and John Bushneil (an exchange Foreign Service Officer 

' i (FSG) with the NSC) represented the NSC. The Department of Defense 

it 
was represented by Rear Admiral Tesh, assistant deputy director of 

1 j ISA/SA in the Planning and Policy section of ISA. 

In January, 1973. Tesh, Bushneil, Wialand, and Mr. Brands (an 

ii Asian expert from the office of the Assistant Secretary for Sys- 

— terns Analysis) met in the Department of Defense. They formed an 

outline of the KFRS and established guidelines. The Steering Group's 

sub-committee (of which Wieland» Buphnell and Mr. äaltay from UMB 

were on it) agreed to their guidelines. 
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Tl A trip was planned for Brands, Bushnell, and Teoh to go to 

Seoul and C1NCPAC (Commander In Chief, Pacific). State had no 

II representative until Wieland was appointed, although an air force 

officer. It demonstrates the confidence placed in the Military 

• I officers working in PM. The group met with J-5 representatives 

?! at CINCPAC, and discussed their proposals. They also contacted 
Ü 

the systems analysis man at CINCPAC. They then left for Seoul 

I I to work with the KAAG (Military Assistance Advisory Group) and 

United Nations (UM) Command there. 

In Seoul, they talked with CINCUNC (Commander in charge, U.N. 

command, reporting to the chairman, JCS) and the Commander, United 

States Forces, Korea (reporting through CINCPAC to JCS)—the same 

i | General. The four men worked with the United States contingent 

of the UN command (J-5 people), and met with the various Service 
....., 
i  i 

component commanders in Korea. 

Groundrules were drawn up to determine what it takes for 

Korean forces to defend or deter an attack by North Korea with 

no United States augmented force, only logistic support. A sys- 

tem analysis approach was used, relying upon a joint DIA/CIA 

11 (Defense Intelligence Agency/Central Intelligence Agency) intelli- 

«,„ gence report as a basis for their study. It was one of the few 

** times participants could recall a DIA/CIA report where the two 

agencies on their estimates. The American embassy provided the 

mmmmm 
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economic data for analysis in determining th« appropriate level that 

South Korea should bear in financing the Plan. 

Work continued on the above through February and March, with 

Tosh being project head during this tin«. In early April, the KFBS 

report was sent through CINCPAC to Washington. Brand returned to 

Seoul to "glue" the report together, until it was circulated tot 

The Secretary of Defense 
JCS 
ISA regional office, Mr. Dennis Doolin 
State-Wieland, Sneider, and Ranard (Korean country direc- 

tor) working together. 
0MB 
NSC 

These departments and people furnished comments on the defense 

portion of the report. Then, in mid-April, 1973t * meeting of the 

Steering Group under Mr. Sneider was conducted, including Mr. Pickering, 

the deputy bureau director of FM. They discussed the paper and the 

numerous recommendations of the departments. The draft was 

rewritten with agreed upon recommendations. There were compromises, 

so, as one official said, "the President did not have to make a 

black and white decision!* At the same time, on the political and 

economic portions of the study were written in the State Department. 

Both FM and the Korean desk worked on it, but the FM representative, 

Col. Wieland, stopped when disagreements arose, rihen interviewen, 

he felt that it would have made little difference on the outcome 

to continue participating. The Korean desk thus did most of the 

work, particularly Mr. Newsome in the economic area, using the 
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J£ embassy's data, The papers wer» then put together (defense! poll* 

tleal, economic) and addressed by the Steering Group.In May when 

|| completed. A draft had been written for the Steering Group 

w ReppJt by Wieland, Pick*, 'ing, Hanard, Snelder, and Newsome. The 

Steering Group disagreed with sever;! parts, so Sneider appointed 

a subcommittee chaired by Ranard. Included werei 

Mr. Fint-Regional ISA 
H A colonel frost ISA/SA 
II Capt. Morgan and Col. Adams-JCS, J-5 

BaltayrGMB 
— Bushnell-MSC 
|| Mewsome and Renard-EA/K 
ift Capt. Warren-LA/RA 

Col. Wieland-PM/PA 
1 *f 
«* The paper was also reviewed by Mr. Brown, PM/1SP (International 

"- Security Policy and Planning). The subconmittee held two days 

of Meetings till 10 o'cloek at night in early May, 1973« They 
mm 
11 were to work out their disagreements, and refer back to the 
It 

Steering Group those they could not. Points of contention were 
•HP 

*» brought out in the Steering Group, such as one between 0MB and NSC, 

mm All disagreements were settled, including a major one between State 

■ft and NSC worked out between Bushneil and Wielard. The next day, 

however, Bushneil contacted Wieland several tines to ask him to 

change the paper in several aspects to which they had agreed the 

night before, Wieland refused, since he could not act unilaterally. 

There was a feeling that Bushnell's boss in the NSC, Mr. Kennedy, 

was perturbed at what Bushneil had agreed to, ordering him to change 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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It. Pickering and Sneider were advised of the situation, and when 

the Steering Group met that afternoon, going through the report 

word by word, the NSC tried to introduce changes—not to the con« 

elusions, but to the recommendations. 

The NSC proposals were not accepted by the Group as a whole, 

and the NSC was invited to footnote the paper with their disagree- 

*■• ments. The report was put into final form in PK, and a memorandum 

was drafted from the chairman of the NSC Under Secretaries Committee 

to the President, pointing out the differences of the committee. 

| I Approved by the Steering Group, it was forwarded to the Under 

Secretaries Committee. In the report were several tables, one 
I I 
* * indicating several options of Foreign Military Sales (FfcS). This 

portion contained varying views upon how much the Korean Government 

should be asked to pay for in military sales, vice receiving grants. 

Footnotes were incorporated by Bushnell, Wieland, and Flint. 

The NSC Under Secretaries Committee usually does not hold 

ä * meetings. The Deputy Director for Planning in the States Planning 

and Coordination Staff (S/PC), Brandon Grove, sent copies of the 

report to the members, asking for comments or concurrence within 

ten days. For th« first time the services had a chance to see the 

entire report, including the political and economic sections. Their 

«## representation before had depended upon the JCS, J-5, having to act 

mm through them. Other military representation on the Group had been 

4. 
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ft the DSAÄ, DIA, ISA, and SA—a total of five representations. The 

Navy was upset because it had not been mentioned. Capt. Morgan 

felt that Col. Wieland, USAF, was working for his service in the 

affair. This was due to his agruraents that the quantified sys- 

tems analysis approach to Korean aircraft need did not take into 

account what he deemed reality, trying to equate ground support 

aircraft, when bombers were unequal In numbers. He felt they 

could not do this because of the possible advantage the one side 

with more bombers had in destroying the ground support aircraft 

during an initial attack. The Air Force felt somewhat the same 

way. But the argument was abandoned because the JCS feared a split 

decision, infamous since McNamara's days. However, Wieland wrote 

into the final report several lines asking for a United States review 

of the Korean aircraft needs. This was a form of "end-running", 

as Wieland and Bushnell were kept out of the Department of Defense's 

RKFS redraft the second time. Mr. Clements and Kr. Rush (respective 

Deputy Secretaries of Defense and State) finally addressed the paper, 

coming to very close ngreeraents on FfcS funding and length of time 

to distribute the material over, although Defense did differ over a 

A« small point. NSC still differed in the major aspects. 

-*• Word came from Henry Kissinger in July that the NSC option on 

funding the program had been accepted, vice State's and Defense's. 

| The RKFS was also accepted. The Plan seemed almost self-defeating, 
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as it became evident that the NSC official's opposed to the State- 

Defense option were the ones who constructed the arguments for Kissinger 

to present to the President. 

Within 30 days, Defense and State separately submitted reclaim- 

ants, requesting that the funding decision be reconsidered. Over 

three months later, on November 10, 1973. General Scoucroft, USAF, 

one of Mr. Kissinger's assistants forwarded a memorandum to State 

and Defense acknowledging that he had received their request, and 

that a Senior Review Group meeting would be called, but in the 

meantime the decision would stand as is. 

A sidelight to the Modernisation case study, was the CIPC ques- 

tion, CIPC is the abbreviation for Coastal Interdiction and Patrol 

I Craft. The united States Navy was trying to sell theso to the 
» « 

South Koreans, even though still under development. The cost of 
i      t 
i I its research and production were from the Korean Military Assistance 

- % Program, but was to be reimbursed by the United States Navy, The 

Navy later found itself in a budget squee»e, and not wanting 

- * 187 I ? the CP1C herself, left the costs to the Korean hAP. '    After a 

ii 

« * 

r 

Steering Group meeting, Admiral Tesh met with Wieland, Pickering, 

Sneider and Mr. ford (PM/PA). He became angry at their opposition 

to the CIPC, stressing, "CIPC will be in it (Modernisation Program)!" 

The difficulty of this question between State and Defense is that 

State, by law, determines the MAP levels. However, Defense, who 
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11 administers the program» feels that it can unilaterally determine 

what items will be transferred. State does not subscribe to this 

II view because they feel that any type of weapon will have a political 

impact. 

IS The vested interest of the Navy seems to be the overriding 

f*| consideration. One naval task officer even said, that the navy*s 

il 
interest is the national interest. They have admitted that the 

I I craft are only r«de for opposing infiltration from the sea. and 

that aircraft are better suited for the pnrpose. Additionally, the 

1.1 navy cannot guarantee the CIPC will Jork. Fft has opposed the plan, 

along with DSAA, noting that one ship at a central point with radar 

can meet the purpose better by calling for aircraft when an 

infiltrating boat is picked up« There is a feeling that the navy 

wants the technical knowledge from developing a small boat which 

it lacks, without paying for it. 

The navy also disposes of naval vessels in East Asia by trans- 

* ferring ships to foreign countries.    Until June of 19?2, most 

transfers were by loan. Now the navy transfers most of them out- 

right by sales. In order to do so, they must be stricken off the 

Naval Vessel Registras. Admiral Gerhard, Director, Security Assis- 

tance Division, Office of the Chief of Naval Personnel, will 

recommend that a ship be stricken due to its age. The Chief of 

Naval Operations (CNO) will determine if it is true, and then the 

Secretary of the Navy will decide. Such a sale, or loan, is 

■SW^"^■——■———"«^HflBW 
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especially beneficial to the navy since the transfer of a ship is 

seen to come fron Admiral Zumwalt, not the United States, Ambass- 

adors and the other services are not very enthused about such a 

program, knowing that foreign countries recognize the Navy as their 

beneficiary, prompting them to go to the Navy for other military 

troubles. 

A decision is to transfer a ship to an East Asian country, 

may be made because & foreign CNO requests it, the United States 

in its JSOP feels the country requires one or a request may cone 

through diplomatic channels. The request is measured agtinst 

a United States priority list of countries which determine the 

importance of countries to the United States. This is done by 

the navy's assistant for JCS Matters and Ship Transfers, who also 

determines its availability. The navy then approaches DSAA with 

their request, who go to ISA and their General Counsel, the JCS, 

NSC staff, State Department, and to Congress for notification 

of a sale or permission for a loan. The JCS goes to CINCPAC for 

his views, and PM, in State, asks the country's ambassador for 

his. The process takes about a month, the final decision coming 

back to the Assistant for JCS Matters and Ship Transfers in the 

Security Assistance Division. The navy has had little difficulty 

in obtaining Slate and Defense permission, especially from PM, 

J-5 and ISA, until recently. In the case of Taiwan, every piece 

of equipment transferred must be approved by Henry Kissinger or his 

HBHWSHHHSH 
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NSC staff. There were two submarines authorized, for transfer to 

Taiwan at the tine of President Nixon's trip to China. However, 

that has been cancelled by Kissinger. More recently, he has 

£, disapproved the transfer of 160 tanks and the HK37 weapon system 

* to Taiwan. There is the impression that Kissinger is acting as the 

S desk officer for Taiwan, often leaving little more than empty 

motions for those whose responsibility is Taiwan —especially in 

m. State—to go through. 

Korea is especially anxious for United States decommissioned 

*■ ships. 7 They have recently asked for all our 1975 ones. The 

W State Department disapproved the last two destroyers that the navy 

wanted to give to Korea because thfy did not have any operating 

"as 
i and maintenance money to keep the ship operating once they received 

it, requiring 30 million dollars. To sidestep that obstacle, the 

a» navy informed State that the destroyers were going to go as replace- 

«y ments for older ones Korea had. 

Many decisions made in East Asia seem to be centralized in the 

White House. Concerning troop reductions, Defense Secretary 

Schlesinger admitted before the House Appropriations Committee 

this year, that the major reason for keeping American forces in Asia 

at about their present size "lies under the heading of political 

rather than military considerations."1*  The Chinese are not as 

interested as before in seeing United States troops leave the area, 
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T fearing Japanese expansion. The Nixon Administration has issued 

formal statements encouraging Japan to increase militarily enough 

jH to defend her islands against external aggression, Arthur Hummel, 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, Bureau of East Asia and Pacific 

Ü Affairs, has said that the United States is content with the five- 

T" year defense programs of Japan for defense of her own home islands, 

Ä 191 and would never advocate nuclear armament.   However, Secretary 

11 Laird had indicated that Japan might need to send a fleet as far 

as the Indian Ocean to defend her oil sea lanes, while some feel 
» C: 1 h 
mk that his office might think nuclear armament a necessary proba- 

192 
bility."   State and Defense officials differupon the role they 

see Japan playing militarily, especially after the Middle East 

oil embargo. State is apprehensive about a possible reaction from 

South Korea if Japan were to militarize, and the United States 

withdraw. It was reported that a United States decision to with- 

draw its remaining troops from the Republic of Korea was vetoed 

193 only at the White House level. 

The overall objectives in East Asia are 1) stability and, 

2) to maintain United States influence as much as possible, doing 

so by keeping a regional balpr.ee of power by such devices as 

19^ economic assistance, diplomacy, and military force presence. 

The highest priority for the military then in East Asia is keeping 

the Japanese alliance intact. The navy feels that they can do this 
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by Maintaining a presence in East Asia. The navy has been given 

commitments to meet, and feels that the only way it can meet them 

is by homeporting. Perhaps for this reason-meeting commitments- 

homeporting is most crucial. It cuts down on budget expenses, 

raises morale and reenlistments by basing dependents in the foreign 

home ports, and allows the United States navy to maintain only 

two other carriers in service for every one deployed, due to the 

reduction of transit, leave time, and overhaul requirements. It 

has been opposed, even within the navy, because it is viewed as 

tyiag the. navy.to a port of a foreign land, weakening its independence 

and the "low profile" it has maintained. Homeporting in Japan 

is noc a controversial subject like Greek homeporting, due mainly 

to the tradition of United States homeporting there, the security 

treaty we maintain with Japan, and the democratic form of govern- 

ment they have. In such a situation the homeporting question is 

«ore of a naval function, than a policy matter. The only question 

which raised a significant problem was the homeporting of the U.S.ci, 

Midway, an aircraft carrier, in Japan- The only reason for this 

was that it was a new class of ship to be homeported there. No 

difficulties arose in the American bureaucracies during this deci- 

sion, and the only prospective problem was the Japanese government's 

agreement, which was expected. The lower levels of the two govern- 

ments worked out the operational problems—economic survey to 

ensure the port could sustain the crew and families, check the 



facilities, etc. The Japanese government was formally asked when 

President Nixon met with Prime Minister Tanaka in Hawaii last year. 

It was in a hotel room that Henry Kissinger approached his Japanese 

counterpart and obtained public agreement. 

Lately, a question has arisen of whether the MIDWAY would 

be deployed to the Indian Ocean. State appears to back off from 

the suggestion, trhile the Defense Department concurs if the navy 

is expected to meet a commitment there. It could present a politico- 

military problem, as the Japanese inquire about the Midway's role 

in its defense, and others wonder why not base it in San Diego, 

due to the distance and purpose of deploying it to the Indian Ocean, 

vice Okuska, Japan. 

The State-Defense relationship depends upon the issues involved, 

It is a question of where the "action" is, following an unwritten 

set of responsibilities and personalities. Further inquiry must 

be taken in several fields where the State and Defense Departments 

disagree, among them! 

-arms control and disarmament. 
-overseas basing requirements, 
-continuation of MAAG missions, or their size and functions, 

in less developed countries, 
-interpretation of Congressional restrictions on United 

States Government activities including the site and 
role of United States forces. 



Attention must be brought to the role State should play in the early 

stages of the Defense budget process, bringing foreign policy con- 

siderations to bear. Situations such as the closure of United States 

facilities overseas, must be examined to determine if political and 

military considerations have both been given their play. Obtaining 

information on recent and on-going issues is difficult. Yet it is 

only by case studies that the subformal processes by which decisions 

ten«4 to be taken can be illustrated. One last area which needs 

further investigation is the intelligence community. Though not 

enough time to work upon it here, the data upon which different 

agencies act and evaluate their decisions crucially depends upon 

the intelligence-gathering community with which each one deals. 

The Pervasive State and Defense Relationship 

Policy differences which arise between State and Defense on 

politico-military matters are based upon different philosophical 

approaches! 

Defense is primarily action oriented toward the effective 
completion of the military mission or attainment of the 
objective. In sum. Defense is animated by single mind- 
ed pursuit of requirements to the exclusion of other 
considerations that might pertain. Conversely, State's 
proper role is to asess the impact DOD (Department of 
Defense) requirements, and the securance of same, will 
have on our foreign policy interests,195 

There are elements in the mechanism of government that are sat- 

isfactory fcr coordiration, but they do not seem to be being used. 
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One main reason why is the centralisation of policy-waking at the 

top. This is not only dua to the personal preferences of the Sec- 

retaries of State and Defense, but is an outcome of events which 

have bjen rapidly entering the foreign affairs scene. Time is of 

essence, and thorough coordination takes time. little decisions 

must be made quickly, and are - - at the top, so there is time to 

deal with the major questions which are pending. A danger of this 

lack of integration is the inadequate consideration of bcth poli- 

tical and military factors together. Dr. Schlesinger pointed out 

that this deficiency does not allow the United States to speak out 

consistently.^-9o There is then the opportunity for foreign povern- 

ments to "shop around" the different attitudes of the different 

Departments, trying to play one off against the other. 

Making decisions at high levels also presents the danger that 

the expert opinion of the lower levels often does not reach the top- 

exactly where it is most needed. Although Mr. Kissenger asks for 

all options, there may be the tendency to present them such that 

the one advocated is accepted,such as l) bomb the daylights out of 

them, 2) surrender, or 3) negotiate a settlement. 

A third aspect of bureaucracy policy-makinp is the relatively 

few officials who are concerned on any day to day issue, especially 

in the geopraphical bureaus. However, on any study or major decis- 

ion, every bureau and agency remotely connected attempt) to have 

its representative present, fearing that otherwise their view will 
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5 not be seriously considered. 

Most officials agree that there Is much more consultation now, 

11 but that the decision - making power has been taken out of their 

g__ hands« It Is due to a lack of a strong foreign policy ans in the 
II 
*** Department of Defense, and was due to a lack of a forceful Secretary 

of State. With Mr. Kissinger, it is more of the lack for him to 

consult his Department. Diplomacy is highly personalised, while 

the military input into the process is more apparent than real. 

The security policy Involving East Asian countries was 

found to be highly centralised, especially around Secretary of 

State Kissinger» Military incuts to the decision making process 

seemed more, from the .design of the formal structure, than they 

actually were. The Joint Chiefs of Staff was included through- 

out the formal structure of the National Security Council system, 

» but their presence there did not seem to increase their actual input. 

Policymaklnf was seen to be highly personalised, characterised 

by Mr. Kissinper, However,Secretary of Defense Sehlesinger 

appears to be attempting to establish a counterpoise to the overcen- 

trallsafcion of policy around Mr. Klssirger by first establishing 

m* himself as a stalwart of defense policy, while trying to recreate 

*» a strong foreign policy arm in the Office of International 

Mt 
Security Affairs. The real influence of the Pentagon is located 

I in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. 

Lower levels of govenment seem to be becoming more iropletnenters 

% of decisions, rather than formulators. In State they aie cut off 
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from top level decisions while in Defense, lower level officials 

ere learning that the decisions they cculd make before are now 

being decided between the Secretaties of the two Departments. 

Consultation between the two Departments at the lower levels 

is effectively coordinated. However, there seams to be a need 

lor more consideration to be given to this level of interagency 

coordination. The high officials can stray too far away from the 

area expertise that the lower level officials can provide. 

Details of policy can, and have, frustrated ' igh officials because 

iI of the lack of coordinating with their lower counterparts. The 

-'- same is true between State and Defense. Too often Defense and State it 
are found to be saying different things, providing little consis- 

■1 ■ tency to United States policy, and allowing foreign governments 

to "play" upon the various attitudes of the Departments. Foreigners 

i J come to believe the idea of America that foreign policy can be 

»•» made based on personal relationships alone. There is still a need 

for State and Defense to approach policy together as a government, 

not individuals. Yet it appears that in the future, Defense 

and State will diverge somewhat, Defense being much more hard-line 

fa than State in its approach to the threats it perceives. But for 

M, the moment, policy is still centralized around a civilian bureaucracy, 

* even though the bureaucracy is almost one man«. The rational of 

W this process is decided upon by the President. He gives 

officials their place and role in the decislonmaking process, although 

it is true that 41s alternatives of choice are limited by the 

implementers of policy. They can, or cannot, make decisions work. 
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It has been dif ficult to penetrate tho actual decisionmaklng 

process between the Department of State and the Department of 

Defense« One Is never sure whether a hidden hand of policy has 

been left uncovered« Perhaps the quote which fellours should have 

been »ore appropriately the paper's epigraph» 

the essence of ultimate decision remains impenetrable 
to the observer— often, indeed» to the decider himself.«.« 
There will always be the dark and tangled stretches ir 
the decision-making process»» mysterious even to thosr« who 
may be most intimately involved. 

(John Fltsgerald Kennedy] 
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